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Abstract

Freemium has grown tremendously in use and importance the last years,
but research is still in its infancy. �is thesis explore how companies that
use freemium acquire customers through their existing users and customers.
�is thesis posit that the primary value of free users in freemium derive
from making this acquisition process both more e�cient and more e�ective,
allowing a company to grow rapidly at a low cost.

�e customer acquisition process was explored through qualitative inter-
views with high-level employees and investors in companies ranging from
the Fortune ��� to failed businesses, and the research process was �rmly
based in grounded theory. Based on this process we proposed a conceptual
framework — termed crowdsourced customer acquisition—which describe
the customer acquisition process in freemium.

Crowdsourced customer acquisition entails giving some consumers ac-
cess to a valuable service for free into perpetuity. �is causes these users to
become loyal and engaged, and through their engagement —most impor-
tantly word-of-mouth — other consumers become interested. By making
the choice to try the service a “no-brainer” for these consumers the company
acquire new users. �ese new users, in turn, can both bring in new users and
be converted to paying customers. Learning and adapting based on these
events the company can improve future user acquisition and conversion by
increasing their e�ciency and e�ectiveness.

In addition to this acquisition process, and because freemium is at a very
early stage in research, we also proposed several avenues of further research
based in the proposed acquisition process.

�e primary managerial implication of this research is that is enable
practitioners to reason about their freemium model to a much larger degree,
e.g. in terms of formulating, understanding, analyzing, and sharing the com-
pany’s customer acquisition model. �e proposed framework can thereby
be elemental in the process of designing a viable business around freemium.

�e primary theoretical implication of this research is that it commence
a deeper look into freemium itself, an area which is currently not well un-
derstood from a theoretical standpoint. It brings together several avenues of
research to give a coherent view of one facet of freemium; thereby indicating
that several of the research �ndings for traditional products and services
also yield for freemium-based services.
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� I N T RODUC T I ON
�e aim of thesis is to explore how web-based companies that use freemium ac-
quire new customers through their existing users and customers. �e reason for
exploring this acquisition process is the conviction that free users are at the core
of this acquisition and that the value of consumers therefore goes beyond their
monetary transactions with a company.

Skype, LinkedIn and LogMeIn are examples that showcase the potential value
of free users. Skype was recently bought by Microso� for ��.� billion, LinkedIn’s
market capitalization is more than �� billion and LogMeIn’s market capitalization
is just below �� billion. What these three companies have in common is that they
have been able to build billion dollar businesses while only a single-digit percentage
of their users pay to use their service.

T�� ���� �������� is a combination of “free” and “premium”, and the concept
entails that a company o�ers a subset of its services to some users for free into
perpetuity. Venture capitalist Fred Wilson popularized the concept, but as he
himself say, “this . . .has been around for a long time” (Wilson ����b). Nevertheless,
its position and importance in companies across theworld has grown tremendously
the last years (Miller ����). At the same time we have seen a considerable increase
in use of social media and social networks such as Facebook and Twitter, which
have changed the way people engage online (Brown et al. ����).

Even though fermium’s importance has skyrocketed the last years, research
is in its infancy. Except being mentioned in some articles and books by scholars
and practitioners (e.g. Doerr et al. ����; Shuen ����; Teece ����; Osterwalder
and Pigneur ����; Anderson ����), none have yet explored freemium in-depth.
Kozinets et al. (����) say that “[as] markets change . . . theories must also change
to accommodate them.” �is is why freemium is now an important focal point of
research.

Bekkelund (����) proposes that it is possible to build a successful business
using freemium; consequently it is crucial to begin understanding the components
that lead to this success. van Riel et al. (����) �nd that it is both di�cult and expen-
sive for a web-based company to acquire customers; Bekkelund (����), however,
proposes that word-of-mouth is at the core of easing this acquisition. �is thesis is
therefore built on the belief that understanding how companies acquire customers
through their existing users and customers is crucial in understanding freemium.

We have termed this customer acquisition process crowdsourced customer
acquisition. Crowdsourcing entails outsourcing tasks to an unde�ned, large group
of people or a community — a “crowd” (Howe ����). In this thesis, however, we
see this crowd as a de�ned group — the company’s existing users and customers.

�



� Chapter �. Introduction

T�� ������� of this thesis is then to explore how freemium-based companies
acquire new customers through crowdsourcing the task to their existing users.
�is will enable a far better understanding of how to build a successful company
based on freemium and a better understanding of the value of free users. �e
speci�c focus in this thesis is on the process itself and the position free users have
in this process. As such there are three questions we will focus on answering:

� What are the steps involved in the crowdsourced customer acquisition process?
� What are the core elements of each step?
� What is the role of free users in this process?

�is thesis strives to take a high level view— thus, this is not about �nding that
one method that can give a �rm a �� increase in word-of-mouth. �is is about the
conceptual thinking involved in building a service that users spread and which
consequently grows the �rm’s user and customer base even larger.

A� �������� �� �������� is at an early stage we take an explorative approach
based in grounded theory. We base the research on qualitative interviews with
high-level employees and investors in companies that use freemium. We explore
a broad range of companies that use freemium— ranging from the Fortune ���
to failed businesses — in order to better understand the customer acquisition
from di�erent perspectives. As there is limited research on freemium we base this
research on theory emerging from research.

�.� ��� ��������� �� ���� ������
We start this thesis with a literature review. Here the main focus is exploring
value from the customers’ point of view and value from companies’ point of view,
and we will therefore focus on customer value and customer engagement. Both
of these are crucial in understanding crowdsourced customer acquisition. In the
methodology chapter we explain how the research was conducted and discuss the
credibility of the �ndings. A�er this we present the results and discuss them in
relation to the �ndings in the literature review. Finally, in the conclusion we tie
together the �ndings and discuss the contributions of this thesis. We also include
the implications for industry and theory, and a discussion of limitations in the
�ndings and potential future directions for research.



� TH EORY
Tounderstand how freemium-based companies acquire customerswemust explore
several theoretical directions. We start with de�ning and clarifying what freemium
is, before we go on to have a brief look at the research on information goods and
free, and thus the context upon which this thesis is built.

To understand the customer acquisition process we must understand what
customers value and what motivates them to engage and “spread the word” about a
service. As freemium entails that many, if not most, of a company’s users will never
pay, the value of a user must be measured in something else than the traditional
monetary sum that is paid to access a service. We must therefore understand what
value a company receive from these free users.

Consequently, in this literature review we will explore customer value — i.e.
value from the customers’ point of view — and customer engagement, including
the customer engagement value — i.e. value from the �rms’ point of view. We
will also explore the antecedents and consequences of both customer value and
customer engagement. �is will give us an understanding of freemium customer
acquisition both from customers’ point of view and from �rms’ point of view.

A� �������� �� �������� is underdeveloped, this theory will give an under-
standing of customer value and customer engagement seen primarily from the
perspective of more traditional premium o�erings, which thus far has been the
focus of research. �erefore the goal of this literature review is not to build a
testable framework, but to build a theoretical starting point to understand and
interpret the research results.

�.� �������� ��������
Before we can go on to understanding customer acquisition in freemium we
must properly understand what freemium is and entails. Wilson (����a) de�ned
freemium as follows:

Give your service away for free, possibly ad supported but maybe not, acquire a
lot of customers very e�ciently through word of mouth, referral networks, organic
search marketing, etc, then o�er premium priced value added services or an enhanced
version of your service to your customer base.

�is de�nition is ambiguous and the term has neither been further re�ned nor
further clari�ed in academia. Because of this ambiguity practitioners use di�erent
terms to describe freemium, e.g. business model (Wilson ����a), revenue model

�



� Chapter �. �eory

(Parker ����), pricing strategy (Lunn ����), distribution model (Dahlquist ����),
marketing technique (Semeria ����), and architectural model (Bhullar ����).

In this thesis we will not classify freemium into either of these categories. We
say that a company uses freemium if one of the company’s services include a free
version and a premium version, and where the free version is perpetually free.
Consequently, it is not freemium if the company has a distinct free and a distinct
premium service that are entirely di�erent services. �e free o�ering can include
advertisements or other means of subsidizing users, but the users themselves do
not pay to use the service.

�us, freemium entails that at least some users can use the service into per-
petuity without paying. �is di�ers from what economists call tying, as the users
are not required to buy the premium priced o�er — it is not indispensable. It also
di�ers from free trials, as these are time-limited.

�.� ����������� �����
“Information wants to be free. Information also wants to be expensive. . . .�at
tension will not go away.” — Brand (����, p. ���)

An information good is anything that can be digitized (Varian ����). An
important feature of information goods is that they are expensive to produce and
cheap to reproduce (Varian ����, ����). Pricing the product according to the
marginal cost will not make sense in this context, since the marginal cost will be
zero (or negligible) (Varian ����; Shapiro and Varian ����; Mahadevan ����).
Rather, it should be based on value (Varian ����). On the other hand, Anderson
(����) argue that “practically everything Web technology touches” will end up
as free for consumers, as the marginal costs are approaching zero and prices are
approaching the marginal cost since “there’s never been a more competitive market
than the Internet.”

�.�.� Electronic Services

Electronic services (e-services) refer, broadly speaking, to service delivery with
the help of new media (Voss ����), one of which is the Internet. It is thus an
information good. Meuter et al. (����) refer to e-services as self-service technologies,
as customers are typically more prominent in the service production compared to
traditional services. When we talk about freemium in this thesis it is in the context
of these types of services.
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E-services di�er from traditional services in several distinct ways that can a�ect
how customers are acquired. First of all, because of technological developments a
�rm is able to monitor users to a much larger degree and therefore better under-
stand how they experience the service. �is enable more e�cient management of
resources (Gummerus ����).

Secondly, recent development in technology has enabled �rms to cater to
the needs of individual customers (Sharma and Sheth ����). �us, instead of
producing the same product to every customer the product can be individualized
to the customers’ wants and needs much cheaper and much simpler than what has
earlier been possible.

�irdly, customers have access to a broader range of o�erings and are better
able to compare prices and product features online (Anderson and Srinivasan ����;
Sharma and Sheth ����). �is has several e�ects, among them more competitive
pricing (Anderson and Srinivasan ����; Anderson ����). Lastly, customers have
been relatively unwilling to pay for e-service content, even when they rate it as
valuable (Gummerus ����).

Generally, we can say that e-services liberate people with regards to when
(time), where (place), by whom (actor) and with whom (constellations) (Normann
and Mintzberg ����, in Gummerus ����).

�.�.� Versioning

Versioning, i.e. di�erential pricing based on quality discrimination, lets consumers
self-select into di�erent groups according to their willingness to pay (Varian ����).
According to Varian (����) the fundamental problem is to set the prices such that
those users that are able and willing to pay high prices do so.

Determining a users willingness to pay is di�cult as consumers are not eager
to reveal their true willingness to pay (Varian ����). As such, pricing needs to
be based on something that correlates with willingness to pay, e.g. observable
characteristics, such as memberships in certain social or demographic groups;
or unobservable characteristics, such as the quality of the choice the consumer
purchases. An interesting consequence of e-services is that recent developments in
technology enable easier and faster experimentation with pricing plans to �nd out
how much users are willing to pay. It has also become far easier to continuously
monitor users and how they interact with the service, which enable faster feedback
and therefore faster iterations.
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�.� ����
When talking about free, there is a distinction between gratis and libre—which can
be thought of as “free as in free beer” versus “free as in free speech,” respectively.�
When talking about free in this paper, the focus is on gratis, not libre.

I� ����������� �������� ������ there is an inverse relationship between price
and quantity demanded (O’Sullivan and She�rin ����), but what happens when
the price becomes zero? According to Shampanier et al. (����) people perceive the
bene�ts associated with free products as higher. �us, decreasing the price to zero
increases perceived value considerable more — people overreact to free products.

�is overreaction has some interesting consequences. One of them is that users
are more likely to choose a free service than one that costs money. �erefore we
can expect that it is more likely that a user will at least try a service when it is free.
When the marginal cost of an e-service is near zero and convincing a consumer to
try a service is easier when it is free, the cost of acquiring a new user is naturally
decreased, and can potentially be very low. �erefore a free service can potentially
lead to considerable increase in new users without increasing the costs signi�cantly.
As such, it is crucial to understand the value of these free users, and also what the
consequences are for the service when users are allowed to use it for free.

One potentially negative aspect of free, is that Shampanier et al. (����) �nd
that including a free o�er decreases the demand for the more expensive product.
Driving this e�ect can be that the decision to choose a free product is a much sim-
pler decision (e.g. Tversky and Sha�r ����; Luce ����; Iyengar and Lepper ����;
Diederich ����). �is can, understandably, have negative consequences for the
company. Haruvy and Prasad (����) �nd that in order to not cannibalize the
premium o�er, the quality of the free o�er must be su�ciently low and the price
of the premium o�er must not be too high — but, importantly, the free o�er must
not be of too low quality; it must induce customers to use it. �us, we see that
there is a trade-o� between these potential opportunities and threats related to
giving away a service for free (Papies et al. ����).

T���� �� ���� additional work needed to properly understand the complexities
of free products and services (Shampanier et al. ����). �e research thus far can,
however, be broadly categorized into three categories (Jiang ����):

�) �is is how Richard Stallman, an American so�ware freedom activist and computer program-
mer, di�erentiates so�ware that is free to use and so�ware that is freely available for users to change
and extend (Stallman ����).



�.�. Free �

� Network externalities, in which free adopters increase future adopters’ valuation of
a product or service.

� Demonstration e�ects, in which users can try before they buy.
� Word-of-mouth e�ects, in which free adopters help speed up the di�usion of a new
product or service.

As word-of-mouth e�ects in the context of free have only been the focus of a
few articles, we will shortly mention the �ndings before we go on to look more in
depth on the other two e�ects.

Jiang and Sarkar (����) �nd that even if other bene�ts do not exist, i.e. network
externalities or demonstrations, a company can still bene�t from giving away fully
functioning so�ware as the free adopters help speed up the di�usion process.
According to Jiang and Sarkar (����) the accompanying word-of-mouth to a free
o�er can increase a company’s pro�t. In § �.�.� (p. ��) we will build a much better
understanding of word-of-mouth by looking at some the considerable amount of
research that has been performed on the subject outside of the research on free.

�.�.� Network externalities
Direct network e�ects are present when the value of a product or service increases
as more people use it (Katz and Shapiro ����; Clements ����) — the classic
example being telephony, as having a telephone is only valuable if there are other
people with compatible telephones. A contemporary example involving freemium
is Skype.

One of the problems with free versions of a product or service, is, as we have
mentioned, that it can cannibalize sales of the premium version; thereby lowering
the pro�ts for the �rm (Haruvy and Prasad ����; Shampanier et al. ����). On the
other hand, the price users are willing to pay is, in part and everything else being
equal, determined by the number of users in the network to which the product
belongs (Brynjolfsson and Kemerer ����), and establishing this initial network is
simpler when giving away the product for free (Haruvy and Prasad ����). �us,
one potential value of free users is that they potentially enable a company to charge
higher prices for the premium version.

As it is advantageous to achieve a signi�cant share of the market quickly (Bryn-
jolfsson and Kemerer ����; Katz and Shapiro ����), the initial purchase should
be made as easy as possible. �is is especially important since the network bene�ts
are lower for the early adopters.

T��-����� ������� �������, which are also called two-sided markets, entails
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that an increase in usage by one set of users increases the value of another distinct
set of users, and vice versa (Parker and Van Alstyne ����; Rochet and Tirole ����).
An example of this is Google. �e more people that search on Google, the more
value for advertisers. �e advertisers value for consumers, however, is that they
are the ones who pay and therefore keep the service free. According to Rochet
and Tirole (����, p. ���) “many if not most markets with network externalities
are two-sided.”

For two-sided markets, pricing is one of the most important strategies for a
potential platform (Rysman ����). Pricing is not only dependent on the demand
and costs that consumers bring to one side of the market, but also how their
participation a�ect participation and pro�t on the other side (Rysman ����).
�us, we see that prices depend on demand elasticities and marginal costs on each
side (Rochet and Tirole ����, ����; Weyl ����), which means that lower prices
on one side leads to higher prices or more participation on the other side.

What Parker andVanAlstyne (����) �nds, is that pro�t can bemaximized even
when pricing below marginal cost in the absence of competition, e.g. the product
can be rationally given away for free into perpetuity, even when not competing.
�e key is low marginal costs, not non-rivalry. �e reason for this potentially
being pro�t-maximizing is that increased demand in a the premium goods market
more than covers the cost of investment in the free goods market (Parker and
Van Alstyne ����; Rysman ����).

A market where there are externalities between the users of the free version
and the users of the premium version on the same service can be seen as a two-
sided market (Parker and Van Alstyne ����) — thus, some uses of freemium
can be seen in terms of two-sided markets. �e segment that contributes more
to demand for the other is the market to provide with free goods (Parker and
Van Alstyne ����). Consequently this can be a way of choosing who to attract
with a free version and who should be the focus of the premium version when
using freemium, e.g. attracting consumers to the free o�ering and businesses or
prosumers to the premium o�ering.

�.�.� Demonstration E�ects
Demonstrations play on the intrinsic features of the product, not the extrinsic.
According to Faugère and Tayi (����) a primary purpose of o�ering a free sample
is to increase sales by providing �rst-hand experience for potential buyers. Being
able to try a product before buying has been shown to play a signi�cant role in the
adoption of information technologies (Agarwal and Prasad ����), and in their
study of the market for Web server so�ware Gallaugher andWang (����) �nd that
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trial versions are associated with price premiums. Gallaugher and Wang (����)
also �nd that being able to try the product before buying it help seed the initial
market.

As freemium is based on having a free version, we can say that all freemium-
based services have demonstration e�ects. �ey do, however, not necessarily have
demonstration e�ects for all functionality, for all users. Yet again we can use Skype
as an example. With Skype it is free to call other users of Skype while it costs
money to call to a regular phone, thus only demonstrating the former for free.

�
As we have seen there is some research on free. Alas, it is currently underdevel-

oped with regards to our focus in this thesis. Most research is focused on open
source, free trials, network e�ects, and giving away physical products for free. As
Bekkelund (����) �nd, however, word-of-mouth appears to be signi�cantly more
important for freemium-based companies than network e�ects.

What we have demonstrated in this section, however, is some of the potential
value in free users. �rough network e�ects a free user can increase the value of
the service for another users, through demonstration e�ects a free user can be
convinced to become a paying customer and through word-of-mouth a free user
can spread the service to other consumers.

�.� �������� �����
Customer Value include insights into how users perceive the value of a service, and
therefore what is required both to get new users into a service and what is required
to get them engaged. Consequently, understanding customer value is at the core
of understanding customer acquisition in freemium.

For the purposes of this thesis we will focus on two aspects of customer value
in this section. First, we will build a better understanding of what customer value
is and what it entails; then we will go on to look at what create customer value and
what this value leads to, i.e. the antecedents and consequences of customer value.

I���������� ��� �������� customer value is regarded as an essential prerequisite
for long-term survival and success for a �rm (e.g. Drucker ����; Woodru� ����;
Porter ����; Huber et al. ����; Payne and Holt ����; Anderson and Srini-
vasan ����). Nevertheless, there is little consensus in the literature about the
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concept (Graf and Maas ����; Gummerus ����), e.g. as Sánchez-Fernández and
Iniesta-Bonillo (����, p. ���) say, there is “ambiguity with respect to the de�nition,
dimensions, and measurement of perceived value.”

Drucker (����, p. ��) explains why customer value is important:

What the business thinks it produces is not of �rst importance — especially not to
the future of the business and not to its success. What the customers thinks he is
buying, what he considers ‘value’, is decisive — it determines what a business is, what
it produces and whether it will prosper. �e customer is the foundation of a business
and keeps it in existence.

Similarly, Anderson and Srinivasan (����, p. ���) say that “customer expecta-
tions continue to rise and, in fact, may be virtually in�nitely elastic, so no company
can rest on its laurels for long in o�ering the highest perceived value to customers.”

�.�.� Classifying Customer Value

Customer value has been de�ned in a variety of ways in the literature, but there is
no generally accepted de�nition (Graf and Maas ����; Gummerus ����). Because
of this variety we will focus on classi�cations of de�nitions as they succinctly
describe general views on customer value.

A�������� �� Gummerus (����) customer value de�nitions can be classi�ed in
four ways. She divides the literature intomeans-end, bene�ts/sacri�ces, experience,
and phenomenological. Graf and Maas (����) uses the term desired customer
value for the means-end approach and the term perceived customer value for the
bene�ts/sacri�ces approach. �ese are the terms we will use throughout this thesis.

Perceived customer value entails a trade-o� between bene�ts and sacri�ces,
and the focus is on the concrete performance characteristics of the product or
service — thus, value is seen as a cognitive judgment of utility (Zeithaml ����).

Most conceptualizations of perceived customer value involve quality as the
bene�t and price as the sacri�ce (Heinonen ����); there is, however, no generally
accepted measure of either (Graf and Maas ����; Gummerus ����). Examples
of other measures of perceived customer value are Ravald and Grönroos (����)
who include relationship bene�ts and Ulaga (����) who, in a ��� context, include
time-to-market, know-how, and social bene�ts.

Desired customer value conceptualizes customer value as a part of a customer’s
value system (Graf andMaas ����); the focus is on the value derived from speci�c
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performance characteristics. Value can be appreciated at di�erent levels of abstrac-
tion, product attributes being at the lowest, attribute performances at the middle,
and goals and purposes at the highest level (Woodru� ����). �e consumer is
assumed to make rational choices between these (Woodru� ����).

Experiential value perceptions are based on interactions involving either direct
usage or distanced appreciation of goods and services (Mathwick et al. ����).
Di�ering from both perceived and desired value, consumers are assumed to take
emotional and irrational choices (Gummerus ����). Experiential value is then
about how much and what kind of value a customer receives through using the
product, e.g. emotional, functional, or monetary.

In the experiential value research stream there is little attention given to sac-
ri�ces, since value is typically seen as a holistic assessment. Understanding this
experiential value is important as there is an emerging experience economy (Math-
wick et al. ����; Pine and Gilmore ����), and as “value is now centered in the
experiences of consumers” (Prahalad and Ramaswamy ����, p. ���, in Sandström
et al. (����)).

Phenomenological customer value entails that value is “always uniquely and
phenomenologically determined by the bene�ciary,” and that customer value is
idiosyncratic, experiential, contextual, and meaning-laden (Vargo et al. ����).
�us, value is fundamentally derived and determined in use (Vargo et al. ����).
Yet again we see a customer as experiencing and determining value. Value is,
however, more centered at the individual compared to experiential value, which is
more about the consumer’s experience of using the service.

F��� ����� ���� ����� we see that the customer value construct is complex. In
freemiumwe have three very di�erent phases: before becoming a user, being a user
and being a paying customer. Traditionally the choice of starting to use a service
has involved a transaction between a consumer and a company; in freemium,
however, for most consumers it only entails the choice to test a service — a choice
which entail no money shi�ing hands. We can expect this to a�ect the customer
value.

As both experiential value and phenomenological value is focused on the con-
sumers experiences, we believe that these two will be important in understanding
the customer value of the users on the free version. Desired and perceived are
believed to give important insights into the users that are “still on the outside.”

To understand the user acquisition process we must understand why and how
these consumers choose to become users, and what gets existing users to become
engaged and spread the service. �us, we must understand the antecedents and
consequences of customer value. �is will be the objective of the two next sections.
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�.�.� Antecedents of Customer Value
�ere has been a considerable amount of research on antecedents of customer
value, but there are no generally accepted factors.

In-use value

According to Grewal et al. (����) there are four dimensions of perceived customer
value. Acquisition value refers to the buyer’s trade-o� between bene�ts and sacri-
�ces from acquiring the product or service. Transaction value refers to the pleasure
of getting a good deal. In-use value represents the value realized when a service is
used, and, lastly, redemption value is the price of the product at end-of-life.

Sandström et al. (����) de�ne in-use value as the evaluation of the service
experience, i.e. the individual judgment of the sum total of all the functional and
emotional experience outcomes. �is value cannot be prede�ned — it is not a
rational choice — but is de�ned by the user during the user consumption.

�e Internet can have deep e�ects on all these dimensions (Grewal et al. ����).
For freemium we can assume a considerable increase in both transaction value
and in-use value as free users get a good deal and can use a service for free while
they also get value while using the service. As one have said, “customers are
understandably happier when they are o�ered services for free” (Anderson and
Narus ����, p. ��, in van Riel et al. ����). For e-services we can, however, presume
that the redemption value is not applicable and therefore zero.

�us, the free version can in itself be an antecedent of customer value as
consumers will feel that they get a good deal (Shampanier et al. ����). �e fact
that users can then experience the service without paying can increase the in-use
value; thereby increasing the customer value.

As these value dimensions are broadly de�ned, we will now go on to explore
more speci�c notions of value to build a deeper understanding of value from
customers’ point of view.

Valence, Product Quality, Price & Risk

Chen and Dubinsky (����) create a framework for predicting perceived e-service
value in pre-purchase situations. �ey �nd support for three antecedents to per-
ceived customer value: valence of experience, perceived product quality, and price.
�ey do not �nd support for a proposed negative e�ect of perceived risk on per-
ceived customer value. Valence and quality were dependent variables described as
follows:
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• Valence looked at ease-of-use of the web site, information relevance, and cus-
tomer service, and thus at the emotional or attitudinal state aroused by the online
experience. �ey found the valence to have a positive impact on perceived value.

• Product quality was found to have a positive impact on perceived customer value.
�is variable consisted of the valence of experience, the �rm’s reputation, and the
product price. Of these the valence and reputation was found to have a positive
impact. �ere was not support for a proposed positive relationship between price
and quality. We can, however, see that certain external cues in�uence online users.

Whereas valence seems to be similar in notion to in-use value, product quality
and price appears to be more related to acquisition value and transaction value
when comparing this framework to the dimensions in Grewal et al. (����).

In the literature there are several others that �nd factors that are similar in
nature to valence of experience. Golik Klanac (����), for example, �nd that
comfort, appreciation and enjoyment increase customer value. Similarly, Okazaki
(����) include intrinsic enjoyment and escapism. Both of these views relate closely
to the experience of using the service.

Looking at product quality, Golik Klanac (����) include convenience, con-
�dence and e�ciency. Very similar to these, are the four factors proposed by
Parasuraman et al. (����): e�ciency, system availability, ful�llment, and privacy.
Okazaki (����) include visual appeal and economic value. �ese are all factors
that relate to having a product that users’ perceive as having high quality, e.g.
through getting the job done fast, by being visually appealing, by delivering on
“its promises,” and so on.

Unlike Chen and Dubinsky (����) others have found support for perceived
risk as a negative e�ect on customer value (e.g. Okazaki ����). What Chen and
Dubinsky (����) do �nd about risk, however, is that price is positively associated
and product quality inversely associated to risk while reputation is not signi�cantly
related to risk. �ey also propose that perceived risk may have a relationship with
perceived customer value for expensive, infrequently purchased product.

Functional, emotional & epistemic value

In their research on online banking, Ho and Ko (����) determine customer value
by three factors:

• Functional value, which relate to functional performance, economic utility, and
the bene�ts associated with possessing the service.
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• Emotional value, which describe customers’ feelings when they experience an
organization’s products or services.

• Epistemic value, which is the capacity of services or products to provide novelty or
curiosity and satisfy a desire for knowledge.

�ey also propose the impact of ease of use, usefulness, and costs (saved) on
value, in addition to self-control — the perception of being in control — and
customer readiness — in terms of role clarity, motivation, ability, and optimism.
All these had a positive relationship with customer value, and customer value
impacted the intention to continue use.

�us, we see that basically these elements appear to be similar in nature to
valence and product quality; the former matching emotional value, ease of use,
self-control and customer readiness; the latter matching functional value and
usefulness. Interestingly, Ho and Ko (����) include novelty, which also Okazaki
(����) include, but which we have not seen in the other studies.

Experiential Value Scale

Mathwick et al. (����) develop what they call the Experiential Value Scale. �ey
propose the typology of experiential value shown in Table �.�. Reactive value
derives from the consumer’s comprehension of, appreciation for, or response to
a consumption object or experience. Active value, on the other hand, implies
an increased collaboration between the consumer and the �rm. Mathwick et al.
(����) de�ne the four dimensions as follows:

• Service excellence is the consumer’s appreciation of delivered promises and per-
formed functions — the experience of using the website. It operates as an ideal,
a standard against which judgments are ultimately formed (Holbrook ����, in
Mathwick et al. ����).

• Customer Return on Investment (����) is the perceived return on cognitive, be-
havioral, or �nancial investments made by the consumer.

• Playfulness is re�ected in the intrinsic enjoyment that comes from engaging in
activities that are absorbing. �e intrinsic enjoyment of playful exchange behavior
serves as an end unto itself.

• Aestethics is re�ected in two key dimensions: visual appeal and entertainment.

�e distinction between playfulness and aesthetics is explained as follows:
“as the customer crosses the line from spectator to participant, their role shi�s
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Intrinsic Value Playfulness Aesthetics
Extrinsic Value ���� Service Excellence

Active Value Reactive Value

Table �.�: Typology of experiential value (Mathwick et al. ����)

from one of distanced appreciation of aesthetic elements to co-producers of value”
(Mathwick et al. ����, p. ��). �is is interesting as using the free o�ering plays
at the user’s intrinsic, active value, and thus we are beyond the perceived value
itself. �us, this scale is interesting as it goes one step further than the ones we
have discussed so far, while still having strong connections to several of the factors
mentioned.

W��� �� ��� is that there is a considerable amount of antecedents mentioned
and discussed in the literature. None have yet, however, been recognized widely
(Gummerus ����; Graf and Maas ����). Broadly, however, we see that price,
risk, valence and product quality appear in di�erent forms and explanations as
the basis of customer value. In the rest of this thesis we will collectively categorize
these antecedents of customer value as service quality. �us, this is similar to the
de�nition in Santos (����), which state that e-service quality is “the consumers’
overall evaluation and judgment of the excellence and quality of e-service o�erings
in the virtual marketplace” (Santos ����, p. ���).

�.�.� Consequences of Customer Value

�e are three factors that are usually mentioned in relation to the consequences of
customer value:

• Trust, which according to Singh and Sirdeshmukh (����, p. ���) “is a crucial
variable that determines outcomes at di�erent points in the process and serves as
a glue that holds the relationship together.”

• Loyalty, which can de�ned by in the context of e-services as “customer’s favor-
able attitude toward an electronic business resulting in repeat buying behavior”
(Anderson and Srinivasan ����, p. ���).

• Customer Satisfaction, which according toOliver (����, inAnderson and Srinivasan
(����)) “may be best understood as an ongoing evaluation of the surprise inherent
in a product acquisition and/or consumption experience.” Similarly, Wangenheim
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(����) de�nes customer satisfaction as the outcome of a comparison between
expected and perceived performance throughout the customer relationship.

Anderson and Srinivasan (����) �nd that high perceived customer value to-
gether with trust has a moderating e�ect on the relationship between satisfaction
and loyalty in e-services. �ey �nd that the higher the level of satisfaction, the
higher the level of loyalty; indicating that higher customer value leads tomore loyal
customers. Additionally, Shankar et al. (����) �nd that the relationship between
satisfaction and loyalty is typically stronger for e-services than for traditional ser-
vices. Satis�ed customers are, however, likely to seek out competitors if they do
not feel like they are getting the best value (Anderson and Srinivasan ����; Chang
et al. ����; Boyer et al. ����). �us, high customer value is crucial as retain-
ing customers is cheaper than attracting new customers (Reichheld et al. ����;
Reichheld and Sche�er ����).

In addition to �nding support for a moderating e�ect of perceived value on
the relationship between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty, Chang et al.
(����) also �nd support for quality as an antecedent of satisfaction. An interesting
facet of Chang et al.’s (����) study is that quality only impact customer satisfac-
tion, not perceived customer value. However, we found service quality to be an
antecedent of customer value in § �.�.� (p. ��), and according to Zeithaml et al.
(����) it is also an antecedent of customer satisfaction and intent to purchase.
Several authors outside the realm of e-services also propose customer satisfaction
as a consequence of experienced customer value (Gallarza and Gil Saura ����;
Shieh and Cheng ����; Sparks et al. ����; Wu and Liang ����, e.g.). �us, there
are discrepancies in the theory with regards to precisely how these constructs relate
to each other.

Focusing on neither satisfaction not loyalty, but only customer value, Chen and
Dubinsky (����) �nd a highly signi�cant positive relationship between perceived
customer value and purchase intention. �us, increased perceived value leads to
increased likelihood of purchasing.

W� ��� ���� customer value has an important role in creating loyal customers,
but that there is still no consensus as to precisely how customer value, trust, loyalty,
and customer satisfaction relate to each other.

�
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Combining antecedents and consequences, we see that customer value is closely
linked with service quality, customer satisfaction and loyalty. Roughly, service
quality can be seen as an antecedent of customer value; satisfaction and loyalty can
be seen as consequences. �us, we are starting to see connections from creating
a high-quality service to having satis�ed and loyal customers, and that free can
help create this satisfaction and loyalty through allowing consumers to experience
the service for free. We can therefore expect that the customer value for many
users will be signi�cantly higher at the time of the �rst monetary transaction
compared to a traditional service where the transaction occur before the service is
experienced.

�.� �������� ����������
“[Purchasing] is part of a social process . . . It involves not only a one-to-one in-
teraction between the company and the customer but also many exchanges of
information and in�uence among the people who surround the customer.” —
Rosen (����, p. �, in Phelps et al. ����)

�e distinguishing feature of the new marketplace is that consumers are be-
coming a new source of competence for the �rm (Prahalad et al. ����); the focus
is shi�ing from producer to consumer, and thus towards interactivity, connectivity,
and ongoing relationships (Vargo and Lusch ����). In virtual communities indi-
viduals have unprecedented opportunities to share information and interact with
others even when no social ties exist (Bagozzi and Dholakia ����; Butler ����).
�us customers contribute to �rms in many ways that are beyond direct transac-
tions, e.g. in word-of-mouth activity, recommendations, helping other customers,
blogging, writing reviews and in generating new product ideas (Kumar et al. ����a;
Van Doorn et al. ����).

Customer Engagement is the active two-way interactions a customer has with a
�rm, with prospects and with other customers (Kumar et al. ����a).� Van Doorn
et al. (����) de�ne customer engagement as the behavioral manifestation from a
customer toward a brand or a �rm which goes beyond purchase behavior. Kumar
et al. (����a), however, argue that the purchase behavior itself must be included
when de�ning customer engagement. �e manifestations can be both positive and
negative and both intrinsically and extrinsically motivated (Kumar et al. ����a).
�is personal two-way relationship between �rms and customers that foster these

�) According to Kumar et al. (����a, p. ���), “Given that the concept of customer engagement
is novel and in the developmental phase, there are bound to be di�ering and at times con�icting
opinions regarding its conceptualization.”
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two-way interactions, and thus creates a deeper and more meaningful connection
between the company and the customer (Kumar et al. ����a), is the core focus of
this chapter.

W��� �������� ���������� ������� is a focus not only on product quality
and perceived value as the driver of �rm performance, but also on customer-based
metrics (Van Doorn et al. ����). In order to achieve a long-term, sustainable
competitive advantage a �rm must be able to retain, sustain and nurture its cus-
tomer base (Anderson et al. ����; Gruca and Rego ����; Rego et al. ����),
and without correctly valuing these non-transactional aspects customers can be
undervalued or overvalued (Kumar et al. ����a; Bijmolt et al. ����; Wangenheim
and Bayón ����). �us, understanding the value of a customers beyond the trans-
action itself is essential, and especially for freemium in which many, if not most,
users do not pay — and therefore where the primary, and perhaps only, value of a
user is in his or her engagement.

According to Van Doorn et al. (����) a Customer Engagement Behavior—how
a customer chooses to engage — has �ve dimensions: valence, form or modality,
scope, nature of its impact, and customer goals. �ese can be described as follows:
�e customer’s engagement can from a company’s perspective be classi�ed as
positive or negative; the engagement can be expressed in di�erent ways; it can be
temporally momentary or ongoing and it can be geographically local or global;
it can di�er in how quickly it a�ects any constituents, its level of change a�ected
within the target audience, in the number of people a�ected, and in its longevity;
and the engagement can lastly di�er in the purpose of which it is acted upon, e.g. to
whom the engagement is directed, to what extent it is planned, and to what extent
the customer’s goals are aligned with the �rm’s goals (Van Doorn et al. ����).

�.�.� Antecedents & Consequences
To understand customer engagement we must understand its antecedents and con-
sequences. In this thesis we will base this on Van Doorn et al.’s (����) Conceptual
Model of Customer Engagement Behavior. Research is, however, at an early stage
with regards to these behaviors (Van Doorn et al. ����).

A���������� �� �������� ���������� can be customer-based, �rm-based,
context-based, or some interaction among these (Van Doorn et al. ����). Attitu-
dinal antecedents are of of the most important customer-based factors a�ecting
customer engagement behaviors (Van Doorn et al. ����). �ese include customer
satisfaction, brand commitment, trust, brand attachment, and brand performance
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perceptions. Generally, if either of these are very low or very high it can lead to
engagement. We see here both customer satisfaction and trust mentioned as an-
tecedents of customer engagement, which we have both found to be consequences
of customer value (§ �.�.�, p. ��).

Another customer-based factor is the customer’s goals (Van Doorn et al. ����).
�ese goals can in�uence how the brand is used and consequently how customers
engage with the brand. However, these goals can also be unrelated to the brand
and product. Here we can see a potential connection to desired customer value.

�ree other customer-based factors that a�ect customer engagement are indi-
vidual customer traits and predispositions; disgust, regret, anger, or other a�ective
states; and, �nally, consumer resources such as time, e�ort, and money can a�ect
customer engagement behaviors (Van Doorn et al. ����).

�e brand is one of the most important �rm-based factors that a�ect customer
engagement behaviors (Van Doorn et al. ����), e.g. brands with higher reputation
aremore likely to engender higher levels of positive customer engagement behavior
(de Matos and Rossi ����). Another potential �rm-based factor is development
of processes and platforms that support speci�c customer actions, e.g. to enable
customers to voice their concerns, compliments, suggestions, and ideas directly to
the �rm and its employees (Van Doorn et al. ����). Managing the information
environment of customers and providing rewards and other incentives are two
other potential factors.

Context-based factors that a�ect customer engagement behaviors may largely
arise from the political/legal, economic/environmental, social and technological
aspects of the society within which �rms and customers exist. Competitors and
their actions also create a strong contextual force a�ecting customer engagement.

F��� ����� ������� we see a connection between customer engagement and
customer value, and clearly in the direction of customer value being an antecedent
of customer engagement. �us, we are starting to see connections from service
quality and other factors via customer value to customer engagement.

�.�.� Word-of-mouth
Word-of-mouth is one way for users and customers to engage. Bekkelund (����)
proposes that word-of-mouth is as the center of understanding freemium, as
it is one of the core elements that determine the success of a freemium-based
company. �us, we will here build an in-depth understanding of word-of-mouth
in the context of customer engagement, to build on the initial understanding of
word-of-mouth in the context of free in § �.� (p. �).
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In the words of Jansen et al. (����, p. ����), “word-of-mouth involves con-
sumers sharing attitudes, opinions, or reactions about businesses, products, or
services with other people.” It has been shown to have signi�cant impact on con-
sumer choice (e.g. Arndt ����; Richins ����; Buttle ����), as consumers perceive
it to be more reliable, credible, and trustworthy than �rm-initiated communica-
tions (Arndt ����; Schi�man and Kanuk ����). Trusov et al. (����) �nd that
word-of-mouth referrals have a strong impact on new customer acquisition. Word-
of-mouth is also recognized as having a pivotal role with regard to di�usion of
information throughout online communities (Sun et al. ����). Nevertheless,
not all word-of-mouth is equal (Duan et al. ����; Hennig-�urau et al. ����;
Wangenheim and Bayón ����; Godes and Mayzlin ����), e.g. with regards to
who it a�ects, when it a�ects and how much it a�ects.

Positive word-of-mouth is considered a powerful medium for companies to
in�uence consumers (Jansen et al. ����; Trusov et al. ����). Word-of-mouth is,
however, multifaceted and typically hard to in�uence (Dellarocas ����; Phelps
et al. ����; Leskovec et al. ����). Misner and Devine (����) describe word-of-
mouth as the world’s most e�ective but least understood marketing strategy.

Arndt (����) was one of the �rst to research the in�uence of word-of-mouth on
consumer behavior. He characterized word-of-mouth as oral, person-to-person
communication between a receiver and a communicator whom the receiver per-
ceives as non-commercial, regarding a brand, product or service. �e advent of the
Internet has however extended consumers’ options for gathering unbiased product
information from other consumers and provides the opportunity for consumers
to o�er their own advice (Hennig-�urau et al. ����). Compared to traditional
word-of-mouth, online word-of-mouth is more in�uential due to its speed, conve-
nience, one-to-many reach, and its absence of face-to-face human pressure (Phelps
et al. ����).

In addition to consumer behavior word-of-mouth has been shown to in�u-
ence a wide variety of conditions, including awareness, expectations, perceptions,
attitudes, and behavioral intentions (Buttle ����). �ese in�uences can be both
positive (e.g. File and Prince ����) and negative (e.g. Richins ����) — the negative
has, however, been shown to have greater e�ect (Arndt ����; Park and Lee ����).

�e Internet’s accessibility, reach, and transparency has empowered companies
to in�uence and monitor word-of-mouth as never before (Kozinets et al. ����).
It has also lead to signi�cantly lower costs and faster delivery of word-of-mouth
(Trusov et al. ����). According to Brown et al. (����) word-of-mouth is a “major
part of online consumer interactions.” A testimony to this is that Jansen et al.
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(����) �nd nearly a ��h of microblogs� contain mention of a brand. With their
broad reach these online consumer interactions thus have tremendous power to
in�uence brand image and perceptions (Reynolds ����; Shirky ����)

O� ��� I������� people appear to trust seemingly disinterested opinions from
people that are outside their immediate social network, such as online reviews
(Duan et al. ����; Chevalier and Mayzlin ����; Park and Lee ����). One of
the aspects that has enabled this trust is the geographical and temporal freedom
provided by the Internet (Jansen et al. ����). An example of this freedom is the
increasing use of tools, such as blogs and social networks sites, to exchange product
information (Cheung et al. ����). Another interesting aspect of this freedom is
that communicators tend to be more willing, honest and forthcoming with their
opinion (Roed ����).

Especially the rise and growth of online social networks has had a tremendous
e�ect on word-of-mouth (Brown et al. ����). �ese social networks have made
it possible for one person to communicate with hundreds or even thousands of
other people about products and the companies that provide them (Mangold and
Faulds ����). Consumers are also turning more frequently to various types of
social media to conduct their information searches and to make their purchasing
decisions (Lempert ����; Vollmer and Precourt ����, both in Mangold and
Faulds ����).

An interesting �nding by Brown et al. (����) is that online, web sites can be
seen as primary actors, and that these “online communities can act as a social
proxy for individual identi�cation” (Brown et al. ����, p. �). Based on this, Brown
et al. (����, p. ��) de�nes online tie strength as: “�e intensity of an interactive
and personalized relationship between an individual and a Web site.” �ere are
however still uncertainties as to how tie strength a�ects word-of-mouth online
(Kozinets et al. ����) and regarding how these social ties are formed (Brown
et al. ����). Additionally, Kozinets et al. (����) question the �nding that web sites
are the primary actors online.

C�������� ��� ���� inclined to depend on word-of-mouth when transparency
of the product is high, when the product is complicated, when veri�cation by
objective evaluation criteria is di�cult and when perceived risk is high (Ha ����).

�) “. . .microblogging is a new form of communication in which users can describe things
of interest and express attitudes that they are willing to share with others in short posts (i.e.,
microblogs). �ese posts are then distributed by instant messages, mobile phones, email, or the
Web” (Jansen et al. ����, p. ����).
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Looking at risk Ha (����) �nd that positive word-of-mouth can lower the perfor-
mance risk perception, which was signi�cantly related to product quality. �ey also
�nd that positive word-of-mouth do not signi�cantly a�ect consumer awareness
of psychological, �nancial, and time-loss risk.

Antecedents of word-of-mouth

�ere is still no single theory that dominates word-of-mouth research, but Hennig-
�urau et al. (����) is the most prominent with regards to word-of-mouth motives
(Cheung and�adani ����), hence this will be the primary focus here.

Hennig-�urau et al. (����) identify �ve main motivational categories of
positive word-of-mouth:

� Social bene�ts. A�liation with a virtual community that enable a consumer to
receive social bene�ts. Consumers engage in word-of-mouth to signify their
participation in and presence with the community.

� Concern for other consumers. Desire to help other consumers with their buying
decisions, to save others from negative experiences, or both. One aspect of this
is product quality, which Duan et al. (����) �nd to have a positive impact on
generating positive word-of-mouth.

� Positive self-enhancement. Driven by a desire for positive recognition from others,
e.g. being viewed as a connoisseur by other consumers.

� Economic incentives. To receive some form of compensation from the platform
operator. A well known example, at least among students, of this, is the �le hosting
service Dropbox.� In their free version they provide �GB of free online storage,
but this can be increased up to �GB by referring new users.

� Advice seeking. To acquire the skills necessary to better understand, use, operate,
modify, and/or repair a product.

To understand how word-of-mouth di�er among consumers and to which
degree consumers are motivated by multiple factors, Hennig-�urau et al. (����)
segment the consumers into four clusters:

� Self-InterestedHelpers are strongly driven by economic incentives and their concern
for other consumers.

� Multiple-Motive Consumers are motivated by a large number of factors.
� Consumer Advocates are primarily concerned for other consumers.

�) dropbox.com

dropbox.com
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� True Altruists are both strongly motivated by helping other consumers as well as
helping companies.

Among the four segments in the Hennig-�urau et al. (����) study it was the
Multiple-Motive consumers who were most engaged in word-of-mouth.

Interestingly, one motivational concern is consistent among these segments —
a concern for other consumers. As an important element of this concern is product
quality, we can presume that quality is important in generating word-of-mouth.
According to Duan et al. (����) it is therefore possible for businesses to generate
brand awareness without spending a huge amount on advertising and marketing.
Also interesting when discussing quality is that consumers engage in word-of-
mouth when their expectations are either surpassed or not met (Anderson ����).

I� ����� ����������� of antecedents of word-of-mouth, Sun et al. (����) �nd
that individuals’ enjoyment of experimenting with new products, their experience
with the Internet and their social connections online are signi�cant predictors
for word-of-mouth. �is is interesting when seen in connection with the rapid
increase of social networks such as Facebook and Twitter over the last years, which
entail that many have considerably more online connections than before. We can
also assume that this increases peoples’ Internet experience.

L������ �� ����� ���������� Phelps et al. (����) �nd that targeting the right
people is essential to any viral e�ect.� �is entails understanding these consumers
well enough to create something interesting and relevant. Spending to acquire
not just any customer, but the “right” kind of customer is also emphasized by
other scholars (e.g. Blattberg and Deighton ����; Blattberg et al. ����; Mathwick
et al. ����).

Phelps et al. (����) also �nd that email messages that elicit a strong emotion
are more likely to be forwarded. �e four most likely reasons people pass-along
email is because they see it as fun, they enjoy it, because it’s entertaining and to
help others (Phelps et al. ����).

A������ ��������� ���������� of future word-of-mouth is the brand reputa-
tion signaled by existing word-of-mouth (Amblee and Bui ����). Word-of-mouth
is also greater for websites with established reputations than for those that are

�) In this thesis I have included viral e�ects when discussing word-of-mouth. �ese concepts
are similar in nature, and there is still disagreement about whether they are the same or distinct
concepts (Phelps et al. ����).
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not (Park and Lee ����). Consumers who are less familiar with a brand are also
more susceptible to changing their brand evaluations based on the valence of the
word-of-mouth (Sundaram and Webster ����). Looking at movie reviews past
research suggests that the best products usually have the most reviews (Amblee
and Bui ����; Liu ����). Yet again we see that quality appears to be an antecedent
of word-of-mouth.

C������� ������������ has consistently been shown to engender positive word-
of-mouth (e.g.WangenheimandBayón ����; Anderson ����; Sundaram et al. ����;
de Matos and Rossi ����). Anderson (����) show that the e�ect of customer satis-
faction onword-of-mouth is strong at the extreme of the curve, i.e.when customers
as very satis�ed or very dissatis�ed we can expect more word-of-mouth. Wan-
genheim and Bayón (����) �nd that there is a complete chain from satisfaction,
via word-of-mouth, to new customer acquisition. Additionally, Villanueva et al.
(����) �nd that customers that are acquired through word-of-mouth engage in
word-of-mouth far more than other customers; bringing in twice as many new
customers.

�

�us, we see that customer engagement and especially word-of-mouth are
powerful constructs that can signi�cantly impact the likelihood of succeeding with
freemium.

�rough the theory we see a rough notion appear: service quality → cus-
tomer value→ customer satisfaction/loyalty→ customer engagement (e.g. word-
of-mouth)→ customer acquisition. �is gives a rough idea of how this theory is
interrelated, and how quality eventually leads to acquiring new users. Additionally,
when new customers are acquired we can expect this process to repeat as these
new customers will experience value and start engaging. �us we can see that
there is a circularity to this process.

By better understanding customer engagement we are one step closer to un-
derstanding how customer acquisition works in freemium. In this section we
have shown that more satis�ed and loyal customers are more likely to be engaged,
and this engagement can induce new users to try out the service; thereby further
growing the user base and the possibility of converting people to paid.
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�.� ��� ����� �� ���������

�.�.� Customer Engagement Value
Measuring and managing the value of customers from a �rm’s point of view has
traditionally focused on customer acquisition and retention (Kumar et al. ����a),
and therefore on the amount of money a company can earn from each customer
directly. Freemium is, however, more opaque than the traditional way of doing
business where each and every consumer pay for him- or herself. Consequently, in
order to not undervalue or overvalue consumers based solely on their transactions
with a �rm (Kumar et al. ����a), it is crucial to understand how these free users
should be valued. To solve this problem Kumar et al. (����a) introduce what he
term the Customer Engagement Value,� which will be the focus of this section.

Kumar et al. (����a) propose four components for calculating customer en-
gagement value:

• Customer Lifetime Value,� which is the present value of all future pro�ts generated
by a customer. Customer lifetime value is the traditional way to measure the value
of customers (e.g. Jain and Singh ����; Berger and Nasr ����; Kumar ����; Gupta
et al. ����).

• Customer Referral Value, which is the value of incentivized referrals of new cus-
tomers.

• Customer In�uencer Value, which includes the customer’s behavior to in�uence
other customers, e.g. through word-of-mouth, and which therefore can be neg-
ative. While the customer referral value is extrinsically motivated, the customer
in�uencer value is intrinsically motivated.

• Customer Knowledge Value, which is the value added to the �rm by feedback from
the customer.

�us we see that this is about valuing the customer engagement behaviors we
discussed in § �.� (p. ��), in addition to the actual transactions between customers
and the �rm. �e total value of a customer is found by aggregating these four

�) Given that research on customer engagement itself is in the development phase (Kumar
et al. ����a), it is important to note that this research on customer engagement value is barely in
its initial stages. It is, however, an interesting approach that sheds light on the value users have
beyond their customer lifetime value. �us, this understanding is crucial to understanding how
there can be value in users that do not pay.
�) Kumar et al. (����a, p. ���) state that “while theoretically [customer lifetime value] could

be thought to include all aspects of value creation by the customer, in practice, as well as in the
academic literature, it is repeatedly identi�ed only with actual purchase behavior.”
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values. �us far there has been no research on in�uencer and knowledge value
(Kumar et al. ����a), while Kumar et al. (����b) explore referral value.

T�� ������ �� which users and customers engage in conversations with other
consumers and the �rm can signi�cantly in�uence a �rm’s value, especially as it
potentially a�ects other users and customers both in terms of their engagement
and their feedback (Kumar et al. ����a). Consequently, focusing only on customer
lifetime value can potentially lead to an overvaluation or undervaluation of the
value of a �rm’s customers (Kumar et al. ����a).

An important thing to note about customer engagement value is that it di�ers
from looking just at customer lifetime value in one especially important way —
it can be negative. Additionally, negative word-of-mouth is found to have more
e�ect than positive word-of-mouth (Anderson ����). �us we see that this adds to
our understanding of the valuation of customers, and in a way that can be crucial
to understand when looking at freemium when many users do not pay.

Kumar et al. (����a) propose a non-exhaustive set of behavioral, attitudinal,
and network metrics than can shine a light on what each value entails and how it
can be measured. �ese metrics are shown in Table �.�.

T������ ��� ���� of customer engagement value we can begin to understand
how to measure the value free users add to a company. As we have mentioned, one
aspect of e-services is that technological developments has enabled a company to
monitor users to a much larger degree and therefore better understand how they
experience the service (Gummerus ����). One element of this is being enabled to
better measure customer referral value, customer in�uencer value and customer
knowledge value; thereby being able to learn and adapt based on the actions of
free users.

�.�.� Customers as Assets
A company’s customers are intangible assets that should be valued and managed
(Gupta and Lehmann ����), and according to Blattberg et al. (����, p. �) these
assets should be maximized “just like any other asset.” Persson and Ryals (����,
p. ���) de�ne customer assets as “the relationships that a �rmhaswith its customers,”
and that the value of those assets can be termed customer equity.

Gupta and Lehmann (����) show that there is a strong link between customer
and �rm value. In their discussion looking at customers as assets entails that a
�rm measure and understand the customer lifetime value of their customers. �is
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Behavioral Attitudinal Network

��� Acquisition rate,
retention rate,
acquisition channel,
retention cost, purchase
frequency, cross-buying,
value of purchases,
variance in spending

Satisfaction, purchase
intent, brand value or
equity, relationship
commitment, �rm
understanding of
customer needs,
communication channel
preference

Not Applicable

��� ��� of customers
acquired from referrals,
number of referrals

Likelihood to
recommend, likelihood
of being an opinion
leader, tendency to use
social media and blogs

Number of connections
and level of interaction
with prospects,
tendency to be hub
versus a weak link
across hubs

��� ��� of customers
acquired from in�uence,
number of reviews,
product or service
expertise, emotional
valence of the reviews
and interactions opinion
leadership, tendency to
recommend, and use
social media and blogs

Number of connections
and level of interaction
with customers,
tendency to be hub
versus a weak link
across hubs

��� ���, product or service
expertise

Likelihood to provide
feedback

Number of connections
and level of interaction
with customers, and
prospects, tendency to
be hub versus a weak
link across hubs

Table �.�: A subset of the customer engagement value metrics proposed by Kumar
et al. (����a). ��� = Customer Lifetime Value, ��� = Customer Referral Value,
��� = Customer In�uencer Value and ��� = Customer Knowledge Value.
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encourages a more long term rather than short term view of their customers. �us,
this is part of the shi� from a transactional view to a relational view of customers
(Gupta and Lehmann ����).

Viewing customers as assets focuses the attention on the customers rather than
on product. �erefore there is greater focus and how the customers are valued, e.g.
by looking at acquisition costs and the retention rate (Gupta and Lehmann ����).
Persson and Ryals (����) lists several drivers of this value, i.e. the customer equity,
of which he mention two as especially important: satisfaction and attitudinal
loyalty. �us, we again see two of the core elements of customer value, indicating
that viewing customers as assets will also be important for freemium. We believe
that augmenting this view with Kumar et al.’s (����a) customer engagement value
can give valuable insights into freemium. Focusing more on customers as assets is,
however, outside the scope of this thesis.

�
As freemium entails that many, if not most, users will never pay, understanding

how to value these customers is crucial when discussing customer acquisition;
otherwise we can expect companies to acquire “the wrong customers,” as the
customers might be valued incorrectly. Here we have brie�y looked at two ways
to start understanding this valuation as they are expected to be central for our
understanding of customer acquisition in freemium.

F�������� �� the theory, we see that we have built a somewhat coherent view of
the path from service quality via customer value and customer engagement to
customer acquisition, including the notion of the value of these acquired customers
and the notion that this is a circular process. �e crucial aspects of this process
appears to be service quality and word-of-mouth. We will now go on to explaining
the research methodology in this thesis, before we go on to look at how this
theoretical model compares to real world customer acquisition in freemium.
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It is the problem statement that determines the methodology used (Berg ����).
�is paper investigates the customer acquisition process when using freemium.
�is is a wide problem statement in a �eld nearly void of research; this a�ects our
methodological choices as it touches on ontological and epistemological considera-
tions, choice of research strategy, choice of research design, on the speci�cmethods
for collecting data, and how the data is analyzed. �ese aspect are discussed in this
chapter, before we present the results in the next chapter.

�.� ������������ � ��������
Any research e�ort is framed by the world view of the researcher (Bryman ����),
both in terms of that which is known — ontological considerations — and that
which can be known — epistemological considerations. �erefore this section
clearly express the epistemological and ontological position this thesis is built
upon.

Epistemologically this thesis is rooted in hermeneutics,� phenomenology,� sym-
bolic interactionism,� and in Max Weber’s notion of verstehen — and it is thus
interpretative in nature. In the words of Bryman (����, p. ���), interpretivism is
about grasping “the subjective meaning of social action.” �us, this thesis seeks
to answer the questions asked by gaining access to peoples’ point of view. It is
about understanding human behavior — which is basically what verstehen entails
(Bryman ����) — not explaining it.

From an ontological perspective this thesis is constructionist in nature. �us,
knowledge is seen as indeterminate and socially constructed (Bryman ����). �e
former implies that a researcher always present a speci�c version of social reality,
not one that is de�nitive; the latter implies that social phenomena are produced
through social interaction and is in a constant state of revision (Bryman ����).

�roughout the rest of this thesis wewill not focus on discussing these elements,
but they lay as the foundation for the choices made and how the research has been
performed.

�) “A term drawn from theology, which . . . emphasizes the need to understand from the perspec-
tive of the social actor.” (Bryman ����, p. ���)
�) “�e phenomenologist views human behavior . . . as a product of how people interpret the

world. . . . In order to grasp the meanings of a person’s behavior, the phenomenologist attempts to see
things from that person’s point of view.” (Bogdan and Taylor ����, pp. ��–��)
�) “Symbolic interactionists argue that interaction takes place in such a way that the individual

is continually interpreting the symbolic meaning of his or her environment and acts on the basis of
this imputed meaning.” (Bryman ����, p. ��)

��
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�.� ������ �� �������� ��������

Researchers have recommended using qualitative methods to explore phenomena
about which little is known or to to gain novel understandings about existing phe-
nomena (Stern ����, in Ulaga ����). According to Eisenhardt (����) a qualitative
approach can make a signi�cant contribution to theory development, and Strauss
and Corbin (����) state that such an approach can be used to obtain intricate
details about the speci�c phenomenon under investigation.

As this thesis is epistomologically and ontologically based in interpretivism
and constructionism respectively, and as the key theoretical themes of freemium
are weakly developed, this thesis naturally lends itself to a qualitative methodology.

Hence, the choice of research strategy is based both in a subjective world view
and because of its theoretical value. �e aim of this research is to generate scienti�c
propositions about this new phenomena that can be subject to further testing and
veri�cation.

A������ ��������� ������ is whether or not ideas and theory should come
before or a�er empirical research. In the former, e.g. as described by Popper (����),
one begins with ideas and then attempts to disprove or refute them through tests of
empirical research. In contrast, in the latter some argue that research must occur
before theory can be developed, e.g.Merton (����, p. ���):

It is my central thesis that empirical research goes far beyond the passive role of
verifying and testing theory; it does more than con�rm or refute hypotheses. Research
plays an active role: it performs at least four major functions, which help shape the
development of theory. It initiates, it reformulates, it de�ects, and it clari�es theory.

�is thesis, with its primary focus on understanding a concept that is currently
nearly void of research, is based on a research-before-theorymodel.

�.� ������ �� �������� ������

�e framework used for collecting and analyzing data in this thesis is based on a
cross-sectional research design. �is entails collecting data from more than one
case — as we are interested in variation— at a single point in time (Bryman ����).
�us, there is no time-ordering, and it is only possible to examine relationships
between variables. Hence, there is no manipulation of variables.
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�.� ������ �� �������� ������
�e research method used in this thesis is qualitative semi-structured interviews.
Compared to a more structured interview this enable a larger degree of freedom
to digress and therefore a lot of information can be gathered that could not have
been forecasted (Bryman ����). �us, these interviews are well suited to gain
in-depth knowledge about the subject area, and especially how the respondents
themselves view the phenomenon that is being studied (Berg ����). �is is
seen as especially important in this thesis with regards to its ontological and
epistemological foundation.

�e reason qualitative interviews are chosen in this thesis is best described by
Patton (����, p. ���):

We interview people to �nd out from them those things we cannot directly observe.
�e issue is not whether observational data are more desirable, valid or meaningful
than self-report data. �e fact is that we cannot observe everything. We cannot
observe feelings, thoughts, and intentions. We cannot observe behaviors that took
place at some previous point in time. We cannot observe situations that preclude the
presence of an observer. We cannot observe how people have organized the world
and the meanings they attach to what goes on in the world. We have to ask people
questions about those things. �e purpose of interviewing, then, is to allow us to
enter into the other person’s perspective. Qualitative interviewing begins with the
assumption that the perspective of others is meaningful, knowable and able to be
made explicit. We interview to �nd out what is in and on someone else’s mind, to
gather their stories.

As Patton (����) explains, it is not necessarily that interviews give better data
than other forms of qualitative research, but that the data that will shed light on
the speci�c problem of this thesis is located in the minds of other people. We use
interviews to access this knowledge.

�.� ��������
�e respondents were not chosen randomly, they were sampled purposely to maxi-
mize the theoretical inferences that could be made from them (Eisenhardt ����;
Flyvbjerg ����). We were concerned with information-richness (Kuzel ����).
According to Bryman (����) purposive sampling is the primary sampling method
in qualitative research. Additionally, Glaser and Strauss (����) proclaim that prob-
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ability sampling is not appropriate for qualitative research as it relies on statistical
rather than theoretical criteria. �us, the aim of this thesis is, in the words of Popay
et al. (����, p. ���), “to make logical generalizations to a theoretical understand-
ing of a similar class of phenomena rather than probabilistic generalizations to a
population.”

�e speci�c purposive sampling strategy used was theoretical sampling. �us,
the sampling was an ongoing process rather than a distinct and single stage (Bry-
man ����). �e process of �nding and selecting cases comprised four steps. First
of all a comprehensive collection of cases that had been or was still using freemium
was assembled. �is included collecting information about their use of freemium
in order to build an understanding of how related they were to the subject at hand.�

Secondly, the found cases were classi�ed according to how relevant they were
for the thesis. �is was an initial classi�cation that changed during the interview
process as the cases were found to be more or less relevant based on later �ndings.

�irdly, an initial subset of the cases were chosen and interviewed. Lastly, there
was the decision as to which cases to interview next in order to develop the theory
as it emerged towards theoretical saturation. �us, the interviews were used to
inform and direct subsequent interviews.

�e sampling pertained both to the level of individuals and to the level of
companies. �us, in some cases the company was the speci�c unit of interest,
while in other interviews it was the individual. An example of this distinction is
the di�erence between a company choosing to use freemium, and a speci�c investor
connected to companies using freemium— they can both have valuable insights
regarding freemium. We only interviewed people that had extensive knowledge
and insight into how the given company used freemium.

We did not a priori specify a sample size, but ultimately interviewed �� respon-
dents from a wide range of experiences with freemium. �ese �� respondents
are summarized in Table �.�. �e respondents had from � to more than � years of
experience with freemium. We discontinued interviewing a�er �� interviews as
we experienced theoretical saturation with regards to the framework created. �is
saturation was indicated by information redundancy.

�) �is was possible for several reasons. First of all, as the cases relevant for this paper is all
web-based it is possible to use their website to get an understanding of their use of freemium.
Additionally the second generation ofweb sites, o�en termedWeb �.�, has increased the information
sharing of companies. �is include company blogs, conferences, podcasts, sharing sites such as
Twitter (twitter.com), discussion sites such as Hacker News (news.ycombinator.com), Q&A sites
such as Quora (quora.com), and many other places. �us, many companies are openly discussing
their use of freemium.

twitter.com
news.ycombinator.com
quora.com
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Name Why interviewed
Alpha Initially used freemium, but had to change to only have paid

accounts because they were not able to earn enough money
on the free version.

Atlassian Have experienced with a variation of freemium in which they
put a very low price on a limited edition of a very expensive
service, and give all the money earned on the “free” service
to charity.

Beta Have an interesting, and very extensive, freemium model
were they allow all content that is publicly available on their
site to use the free version.

Faculte Had considerable problems with their freemium model, and
were never fully able to get “the word going,” and thereby
increasing their user base.

Get Satisfaction Started as a free-only service, but went freemium a�er some
time. Have been very successful with their freemium model.

Google Uses freemium inside a Fortune ��� company which have his-
torically only focused on advertising. �e other respondents
use freemium on their core, and usually only, service

Heroku Have been very successful with their freemium model and
was recently sold for more than ����million.

Mark MacLeod Venture Capitalist that has invested in many freemium-based
companies.

SurveyMonkey Have been very successful with their freemium model.
YouSendIt Have been very successful with their freemium model.

Table �.�: Respondents and the rationale for why they were interviewed. Two of
these respondents have been anonymized using the names Alpha and Beta.
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�.� ���� ����������
As this thesis is based on the research-before-theory model the data collection
occurred before the hypothesis was clearly developed. A�er the initial cases were
chosen, data collection through semi-structured interviews began.� �e interviews
were taped and transcribed, yielding a reasonably large corpus of qualitative data.�

�e initial collection of data was performed over a short period of time, de-
scribed as “a single point in time” in § �.� (p. ��). For the purpose of this thesis,
this time period of about �� days is considered su�ciently short — and addi-
tionally very di�cult to shorten further, as it depended on the the availability of
respondents.

�.� ���� ��������
�e overall approach to analysis in this thesis is based on the tenets of grounded the-
ory, themost widely used framework for analyzing qualitative data (Bryman ����).
Grounded theory is about generating theory from data (Glaser and Strauss ����),
and thus it is inherently inductive. It should, however, be seen as an ideal as “it
is rarely accepted that theory-neutral observation is feasible” (Bryman ����).
According to Strauss and Corbin (����, p. ��) in grounded theory “data collection,
analysis and eventual theory stand in close relationship to one another.”

�e key process in grounded theory is coding (Bryman ����). �is entails
breaking data down into component parts, which are named. According to Strauss
and Corbin (����) there are three types of coding — open, axial, and selective —
which were all closely adhered to in the process of analyzing the collected data in
this thesis. �e coding strategy was as wholly inductive as possible, without any
focus on con�rming already existing theory.

Open coding is the initial coding process. According to Strauss and Corbin
(����, p. ��) it is “the process of breaking down, examining, comparing, conceptu-
alizing and categorizing data.” �is process yields concepts. In this process all the
collected data was coded line by line, as recommended by Charmaz (����). Each
line was coded in nearly free form with no regards of the already existing concepts,
in order to not be bound by them. �e goal of this step was to characterize each
line in and of itself. In this process the context within which they were said where
tried kept, so the concepts would not lose their social setting.

�) �e interview guide can be found in Appendix A (p. ��)
�) In total about ��,��� words of transcribed interviews.
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A�er the initial coding was �nished, the found concepts were analyzed for con-
nections before all interviews were reprocessed, but this time they were constantly
compared to the already existing concepts. �us this second round — the axial
coding — were focused on more thoroughly connecting elements that were found
in the initial coding, as explained by Strauss and Corbin (����). �is process yields
categories that are connected to each other. �e axial coding was performed a�er
each interview, and the data was here compared to both the current and the former
interviews.

Selective coding recommends �nding one core category around which the
other categories are uni�ed (Corbin and Strauss ����). Gradually throughout the
selective coding process the old concepts and categories were disregarded, and the
interviews were reinterpreted based on the emerging model. �e outcome of this
coding process was the model that we will discuss in the next chapter.

�.� ����������� � ��������
Evaluation of qualitative data is not as well-de�ned as for quantitative data, where
reliability and validity are used, as these two concepts are seen as positivistically
oriented (Bryman ����). In addition to these two concepts, Bryman (����)
presents two other stances proposed by Lincoln and Guba (����) and Guba and
Lincoln (����) for qualitative data — trustworthiness and authenticity. �e latter
has not been in�uential, but the former has. As such, we chose trustworthiness as
the criteria for evaluating the qualitative research in this thesis.

Trustworthiness consists of four criteria: credibility, transferability, depend-
ability, and con�rmability.

�.�.� Credibility

Credibility entails ensuring that the research has been performed in line with
the canons of good practice (Bryman ����). According to Polit and Hungler
(����, in Graneheim and Lundman (����)) this touches on the match between the
observations and the theoretical ideas developed. To ensure rigor in the analysis a
number of methods were employed, as recommended by Huberman and Miles
(����). In this thesis we performed respondent validation, i.e. letting members of
the social world studied con�rm the �ndings (Bryman ����), and triangulation,
i.e. usingmultiple and di�erent sources, methods, investigators, and theories when
studying a social phenomena (Denzin ����).
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Respondent validation was performed through sending the framework created
to all persons that were interviewed for feedback. Half of the initial respondents
gave feedback on the proposed model. Triangulation was performed through
interviewing di�erent types of sources — companies that have succeeded with
freemium, companies that have failed with freemium, companies that have tried
variations of freemium, and investors.

�.�.� Transferability
Transferability refers to the extent to which the research can be generalized or
transferred to other contexts or settings (Trochim ����, in Bryman ����). Accord-
ing to Lincoln and Guba (����) this is the responsibility of the generalizer, however,
Geertz (����) recommends producing thick descriptions, i.e. rich descriptions that
enable others to make judgments about the possible transferability.

In this thesis transferability is primarily ful�lled through verbatim transcrip-
tions of all performed interviews, in addition to clearly stating the process in which
the data is collected and analyzed, including keeping control of all used codes,
categories and themes in the coding process.

�.�.� Dependability
Dependability entails ensuring that collected data is stable and consistent over
time. According to Lincoln and Guba (����) researchers should adopt an auditing
approach, ensuring complete records of all phases of the research process.

In addition to transcribing all interviews verbatim, a complete record of all
contacted persons have been kept. Additionally the entire process of analyzing
the data, and the process of writing the thesis itself, has been done under version
control.� �us it is possible to fully trace each step from creation to �nish — and
as such a reasonably complete record is kept for the entire process of writing the
thesis, which enable each step to be audited.

�.�.� Con�rmability
Con�rmability is concerned about showing that the researcher has acted in good
faith — thus, if the results could be con�rmed or corroborated by others (Bry-
man ����). An important element of con�rmability is respondent validation

�) According to Fischer et al. (����) version control “contain large amounts of historical infor-
mation that can give deep insight into the evolution of a so�ware project.” As such it is also seen as
a good enough method of keeping a su�cient amount of data for auditing in this thesis.
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(Lincoln and Guba ����). �e primary technique, however, is audits of the re-
search process and �ndings (Lincoln and Guba ����).

As already discussed this thesis has performed successful respondent vali-
dations, however a thorough audit has not been performed because of limited
resources.

�.�.� Fit, relevance, workability & modi�ability

In addition to trustworthiness, there are four concepts speci�cally mentioned for
grounded theory to ensure the validity of a research project, namely �t, relevance,
workability, andmodi�ability (Glaser and Strauss ����; Glaser ����, ����).

Fit

Starting with �t, it is concerned with how closely the concepts created relate to the
empirical situations they were drawn from (Glaser and Strauss ����). Categories
should emerge fromdata, and not be selected based on some established theoretical
perspective (Lomborg and Kirkevold ����). �ere are several aspects that ensure
this �t in this thesis. First, we have had considerable focus on theory emerging
from data; thus no theory was read before the interview process started. Towards
the end of the interview process a couple of articles were read to augment the
questions with new thoughts and ideas. �us, we believe that there is a strong �t
with “the real world.” Additionally, �t is ensured by constant comparison between
the data gathered and the codes, categories and themes discovered throughout the
entire research process. It is also ensured through respondent validation.

Relevance

Relevance is about dealing with the real concerns of participants, and not some-
thing that is only of academic interest (Glaser and Strauss ����). �is thesis is
speci�cally oriented on an area of research that is currently under-developed. As
freemium itself is heavily used — and indeed misused — this thesis has consider-
able practical value. We believe, however, that this thesis will primarily be of value
to those that are considering using freemium. As this thesis is high-level in nature,
most companies that use freemium, at least those with success, already have the
basics right. �us, for them it might be primarily valuable as a framework to
augment their views and to yield new thoughts and ideas for further improvement.
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Workability

A workable theory should provide predictions, explanations and interpretations;
therebymaking the theory useful for participants (Olson and Ra�anti ����; Glaser
and Strauss ����). We believe that as this thesis is high-level, it has considerable
power to explain and predict the freemium customer acquisition process. One
reason for this belief is that it is built on very di�erent companies’ experience with
freemium, and was con�rmed to apply to half for half of the companies through
the respondent validation.

Modi�ability

Amodi�able theory is one that can be altered and adapted when new relevant data
is compared to the existing data (Glaser and Strauss ����). We believe that one
element of easily being able to alter and adapt a theory is that it is simple. We have
not tried to explain every little detail about customer acquisition, but the broad
strokes, and thus we believe that it is a modi�able theory.
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In this chapter we present and discuss the research �ndings and propose a concep-
tual framework for understanding customer acquisition in freemium. As research
on freemium is at such an early stage, we also propose avenues for further research.
�ese propositions are not a part of the conceptual framework per se, but highlight
areas that need further research. �ese propositions will augment the propositions
in Bekkelund (����).

One aspect of this novel research is that several of the areas discussed have
not been studied by others, especially in the context of free services; consequently,
some �ndings are backed only based on interviews and not existing theory. �at
is, however, one of the consequences of being in the fringe.

A���� ��� ���� ������ and the further analysis of these codes in the axial
coding there were two subsets of codes that stood out, both in being mentioned
most o�en and in being strongly interconnected. �e �rst of these was how to
get users in; the second, how to make money from these users. �is indicated
that acquiring customers consist of two distinct steps: acquiring users and then
converting them to paid customers — the �rst primarily user-driven; the second
primarily company-driven.

As described in § �.� (p. ��), these two categories discovered in the axial coding
were pursued further in the selective coding. �is yielded one central theme for
the collected data — that free users can be valuable. �e interviews where then
reprocessed with regard to this main theme. �is process gave the six categories
and their core elements presented in Table �.�. �ese six categories are the primary
focus of this analysis. It is important to note that theoretical saturation pertains
to the framework itself, not to a full theoretical saturation of each of the steps —
which is consistent with the overall purpose of this thesis being high-level and
conceptual in nature, while still focusing on answering the more speci�c questions.

�.� ������� � ������ ���������

First we will explore the respondents re�ections regarding their current and po-
tential future customers. �is comprise consumers that are not using the service,
users that are using the free version and the paying customers — i.e. the market
opportunity and how to capitalize on it.

��
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Category Core Elements
Current& Future Customers Large Markets, Culture of Free, Expect Churn
Add value Product as Marketing, Considerable Value in

Free Version, Customer Service
Customer Engagement Word-of-Mouth, Viral Loops, Little Traditional

Marketing
Simple Choice Less Friction, Free as Marketing, Considerable

Value in Free Version, Consumers Expect Free
Learn& Adapt Freemium is Heterogeneous, Metrics are Impor-

tant, Feedback, Data-driven Adaptation
Conversion Creating a funnel, ���→ ���, Gradual Conver-

sion, Value-Based Pricing

Table �.�: Core categories and the core elements they include

�.�.� Large Market
Customer acquisition starts with who can be acquired. To succeed with freemium
there is a consistent perception among the respondents that the market must be
large. �is supports Bekkelund’s (����) proposition that freemium depends on a
large addressable market.

Mark MacLeod: If you’re going to build a meaningful revenue base, you need to have
a very large user base to start with. It only works with very large market segments
and market opportunities.

�e key rationale for this perception among the respondents is that most users
— o�en over ���—will not pay to use the service and that market size therefore
is an especially important metric. YouSendIt goes even further and states that
“freemium businesses don’t tend to work in verticals.” He argues that freemium
works for products that are “very horizontal, that any organization, any individual
can use.”

�us far there have been no academic works discussing market speci�cs such
as size when using freemium. Consequently there is considerable work needed
to understand which market opportunities are most advantageous when using
freemium. Two interesting things that appear through the interviews is that the
focus on large markets �) can be driven by venture capitalists, as market size is a
central evaluation criterion for them (Tyebjee and Bruno ����), and as, in the
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words of Alpha, “major capital” is needed when using freemium; and �) it can be a
con�rmation bias, and that there are possibilities for freemium in smaller markets
because of near zero marginal costs (Varian ����; Shapiro and Varian ����;
Mahadevan ����), fast time-to-market (De Grosbois et al. ����), cheap and
e�cient customer acquisition (Trusov et al. ����; Villanueva et al. ����), and
value-based pricing (Varian ����).

�.�.� Culture of Free

From the interviews there is a clear notion that succeeding with freemium relies
on having a culture of free— i.e. fully accepting that most users may never pay
directly, but instead indirectly through bringing in users that eventually become
paying customers. �us, understanding that free is idiosyncratic, calling for a
di�erent mindset.

According to Mark MacLeod, “You have to be really open to having those free
users. . . .You have to treat them as �rst-class citizens.” Similarly, Get Satisfaction
say, “We don’t try to convert everybody, we are happy for them to be in free.”
�e respondents appear to focus on the long term aggregate pro�tability of users
instead of looking at the free users as free riders�. �e reason for this is that “free,
engaged users are quite valuable,” according to Mark MacLeod. YouSendIt state
that this culture of free is an aspect that many established companies have not yet
grasped:

�ere’s not a lot of established companies that understand that it’s not just a “we’ll put
it on our website, we’ll do a little bit of email marketing, and then people understand
it and start to use it and convert.”

To understand what this culture of free entail and how to operationalize this —
intentionally ambiguously de�ned — construct, further research is needed, e.g. in
better understanding how free and freemium di�er from the traditional way of
doing business and how it a�ects a company’s strategy for capitalizing on market
opportunities.

Proposition �. Long term success with freemium relies on having a culture of free.

�) A free rider is someone who contribute little or nothing while enjoying the bene�ts (Kim and
Walker ����)
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�.�.� Churn
One aspect of free versions, according to Alpha, is that a service “will by de�nition
get less serious sign-ups.” Similarly, Get Satisfaction state that “there is an inverse
relationship to cost and churn.” �us, we are starting to see some of the negative
consequences of free services and why it is important to understand the dynamics
of the free users. According to YouSendIt, “it is very easy to build a non-pro�table
business.”

Proposition �. Churn is higher among the free users than among the paying cus-
tomers.

Customer retention has been the focus of several articles (e.g. Blattberg and
Deighton ����; Blattberg et al. ����; Reinartz et al. ����;�omas ����), and has
been shown to have a direct impact on revenue and pro�tability (e.g. Reichheld
et al. ����; Reichheld and Sche�er ����). For example, it has been shown that
retaining customers is far cheaper than attracting new customers Reichheld and
Sche�er (����). Additionally, Hogan et al. (����) show that the value of loosing a
customer can be considerable when accounting for the lost social e�ects, such as
potentially lost word-of-mouth, and especially so for early adopters.

However, �ndings for paying customers might not be directly transferable to
free services. One aspect of this is that choosing a free servicemight be a far simpler
choice than choosing a paid-only service (Tversky and Sha�r ����; Luce ����;
Iyengar and Lepper ����; Diederich ����; Shampanier et al. ����), and that it is
therefore easier to lose these users. Another is that free users are not necessarily as
pro�table overall as paying customers, and that it is therefore not as important to
focus on keeping all users in the system.

Additionally, Get Satisfaction state that “You can spend a lot of time trying
to deal with the churn problem at the very low end, when in reality you will get
�y-by-night users.” It might be that shorter retention among free users is one
aspect of the culture of free. Understanding the relationship between retention
and pro�t for the free users is important in understanding freemium pro�tability;
thus further research is needed.

�
To summarize this step, the respondents appear to see their free users as an

asset, not as customers that do not pay. �is asset should be valued, managed, and
maximized, as we would expect from the theory (e.g. Gupta and Lehmann ����;
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Blattberg et al. ����; Persson and Ryals ����). However, where the theory mainly
focuses on the customer lifetime value, the respondents focus is more in the
direction of customer engagement value; thereby including their non-monetary
values.

�e respondents seem to see users as assets in a way that is analogous to
perceiving them as an extended marketing department. �e goal is not to get all
free users to pay directly, but to maximize the aggregate pro�t. Consequently, the
focus is on optimizing the customer engagement value of each user. �us, some
of the values, such as customer lifetime value, might be zero for individual users
while still maximizing total company pro�ts because of the value these users add
through knowledge, in�uence and referrals.

�emain aspect of this is that the respondent perceive the free users di�erently.

�.� ��� �����
According to the respondents the free version must have considerable value. What
we can see from the interviews is that freemium entails using the product as
marketing, and if the users do not get enough value from the free version, the
company will see a low conversion rate to the paid version.

�.�.� Product as Marketing
Among the respondents there is a clear focus on using freemium to maximize
pro�t by using the same rationale as Faugère and Tayi (����) describe for o�ering
free samples: increasing sales by providing a �rst-hand experience. According
to Mark MacLeod, freemium “begins and ends with great product. �e product
is the marketing, and that’s why you have a free version.” Atlassian say that an
“incontrovertible o�er” is needed; that is what “will get the initial people in the
door,” and he further explains:

We’ll get a bigger return . . . if the people who are using the freemium o�er are actually
getting something of signi�cant value.

On the same subject Get Satisfaction say that “the free [users] are leads which
can ultimately be converted if we are adding value.” One of the core aspects of this
is that the users can experience the service. According to Heroku this is done so
“people don’t have to make a purchasing decision until they’ve actually experienced
the value themselves.”
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�us, the rationale is that a high-quality service is needed to satisfy users in
order to convert them. �is corresponds to our �ndings in the literature review
(§ �.�.�, p. ��). We see that there is a strong focus on achieving this satisfaction
through experiencing the service, and thus through building the in-use value.

In-use value appears to be at the core of understanding customer value in
freemium, e.g. as Heroku say, “rather than having a huge sales force, we provide
this free very valuable service to prove the value.” �us understanding and opera-
tionalizing this construct appears to be crucial in understanding customer value
in freemium.

Proposition �a. �e fundamental customer value dimension in freemium is in-use
value.

Proposition �b. Signi�cant in-use value of the free version leads to increased cus-
tomer acquisition.

�.�.� Free vs. Paid
Choosing what to include in the free version, and what not to include, appears to
be an important element of succeeding with freemium. YouSendIt state that the
free version “has to have to core experience.” Similarly Mark MacLeod add:

With most cases, it should be a fully functional product so that you can have a
complete experience. It can’t be just a partial experience, because then conversion is
just not going to happen.

We can assume, however, that the more value in the free version, the less
reasons users might have to convert to pay — it might lead to a cannibalization of
the premium o�er (Haruvy and Prasad ����). �us, we see that free versus paid
is a balancing act; it is about utilizing the demonstration e�ect (§ �.�.�, p. �) to get
people to convert and/or get people to spread to service, but the value must not be
large enough to detract from the reasons to convert to pay.

Proposition �c. Signi�cant in-use value of the free version leads to increased cus-
tomer engagement.

Proposition �d. Too high in-use value in the free version can lead to cannibalization
of the premium o�ering.

Importantly, adding value does not necessarily mean adding more features
and thus complexity. Faculte, which had signi�cant problems with their freemium
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model, say, “we had so much complex functionality that had to be explained. . . . I
think we lost many users because we were so hung up on these complex features.”
According to SurveyMonkey, “avoiding feature creep is critical, only expose things
that are relevant for at least ��� of your audience.” �is resonates with the focus
on ease of use in several of the customer value antecedents in § �.�.� (p. ��), e.g.
Chen and Dubinsky (����) who include ease-of-use and information relevance in
their “valence of experience” variable and Ho and Ko (����) who include ease of
use and self-control.

�.�.� Beyond the Service Itself
Adding value is, however, not only about the service itself, as Mark MacLeod
explains:

And the product is not just about what the user experience is online, it’s the whole
package. It goes back to the importance of loving your users, giving them massive
hand holding and support. �at whole experience is really key to building a large
engaged user base.

Get Satisfaction say that “you need people who can talk to [those] that are
trying to �gure out how to get the most out of it.” According to SurveyMonkey,
“when you give quality customer support to free users, they feel a strong a�nity to
your brand.” And according to Mark MacLeod, “giving your users lots of love and
support and attention is very highly correlated with keeping those users for a long
time.”

Several of the antecedents on customer value discussed in § �.�.� (p. ��) include
notions in this direction, e.g. valence of experience in Chen and Dubinsky (����)
and appreciation in Golik Klanac (����). In addition to these this also appear
to relate to the emotional value mentioned by Ho and Ko (����), which relate
to the customers’ feelings when experiencing the service. �us, we see a clear
connection to the service quality construct, which entailed a broader view than
just the product itself.

�e interviews appear to indicate that there is a clear relationship between
adding this extra layer on top of the product, i.e. better customer service, and the
length of a time a user use the system.

Proposition �. Better customer service leads to longer customer retention.

�
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We see that adding value is about building a long term relationship with the
users; not just letting them use a service for free. SurveyMonkey say, “love your
users and they will love you back.” �e goal is to get satis�ed and loyal users that
end up converting — which we will explore further in § �.� (p. ��) — or end up
engaging with other users — which we will explore further in the next section.

�.� �������� ����������
All respondents are heavily focused on engaging the free users. Primarily the
focus is on word-of-mouth, but there is a also a focus on having a viral loop in the
service, i.e. using the service inherently means sharing it with others, and a focus
on avoiding traditional marketing.

�.�.� Word-of-mouth

According to Heroku, “word-of-mouth was paramount, without it we wouldn’t
exist.” He further clari�es:

�at’s one of the prerequisites I think you need for a freemium model. If you are
giving something away for free, and are looking to covert �, �, ��, ��� of those guys
to paid, if they are not telling other people or they are not taking something they use
at home to work, then subsidizing that free use is not worth the time.

Similarly Atlassian states that “to get the freemiumgoing you need to haveword-
of-mouth,” and that for them “word-of-mouth is extremely important. Always has
been.” �ese �ndings clearly support the proposition in Bekkelund (����) stating
that strong word-of-mouth e�ects is vital for success with freemium.

Hofacker et al. (����, p. ��) explain the word-of-mouth process in a way that is
clearly similar to the process we have outlined here, and in a way which also show
the importance of word-of-mouth:

Attract customers with a competitive value proposition and easy-to-use website, retain
them with superior service, develop them into pro�table customer segments, consult
with them to gain valuable information, and convert them into brand evangelists so
they will acquire new customers for the brand.

Atlassian calls these engaged users “word-of-mouth agents”:
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Now ��months later we’ve got an army of over ��� ��� people that have signed up,
and we have word-of-mouth agents that feel somewhat indebted to our organization
because they’ve got such a good deal. And they’ve become word-of-mouth agents for
our brand.

Heroku uses the term “goodwill” to describe this phenomena: “With us they can
use it for free forever, and that goodwill gets people talking. When that promoter
star goes up we expand in the community.”

Using the classi�cation in Hennig-�urau et al. (����), we see that helping
the company — or perhaps a better classi�cation in this case is rewarding the
company — is one factor in generating word-of-mouth. Interestingly, however, is
that Hennig-�urau et al. (����) �nd that this factor had no impact on generating
word-of-mouth in their study. In Hennig-�urau et al. (����), however, word-of-
mouth is based on comments written on opinion platforms, which is just a subset
of what word-of-mouth entails in this context.

Hennig-�urau et al. (����) mention two segments of users that can be a part
of explaining the strong focus of rewarding the company among the respondents,
namely the Multiple-Motive Consumers and the True Altruists. More research
is however needed to understand how word-of-mouth is generated when using
freemium and what the di�erent characteristics of these users are.

Proposition �a. Giving free access to a valuable service is an antecedent of goodwill.

Proposition �b. Goodwill is an antecedent of word-of-mouth.

Here we use the term goodwill instead of helping the company, as it appears
to be more a form of reward than a helping act per se. Similarly to Hennig-
�urau et al. (����), it is thought to be a result of a consumer’s satisfaction with a
product, but additionally it is thought include the pleasure from receiving value
for free. �is goodwill can also be supported by equity theory, which suggest that
individuals desire equitable and fair exchanges (Hennig-�urau et al. ����; Oliver
and Swan ����), and that users will therefore help the company in order to equalize
the ratio between them.

�.�.� Viral Loops
To get the word going in the niche, the respondents talk about di�erent strategies.
Several focus on creating viral loops, i.e. that using the product inherently entails
sharing it. One of the classical example of viral loops is Hotmail. �ey gave
away a free email service, but attached the line “Get your private, free email at
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http://www.hotmail.com” to every message sent, leading them to grow extremely
fast (Jurvetson ����). According to Mark MacLeod, “if there’s a viral loop that’s
baked into your product, then [the free users] are adding to your user base because
they’re helping attract new users.” He state that virality is one of the key aspects of
free users.

SurveyMonkey go as far as stating that “anything that promotes virality should
be free to keep your viral �ow going,” and adds, “Don’t inhibit your own virality by
limiting usage of the product in silly ways that don’t actually cost you anything.”

One of the clear upsides of building in this virality is in customer acquisition,
e.g. as SurveyMonkey states: “[we have done] very little [to acquire customers] —
our product is very viral since every user that creates a survey and sends it out is
telling ��s, ���s or ����s of others about our survey tool.” �is is from a company
that sells to several Fortune ��� companies without having a sales team at all,
indicating some of the potential value in freemium.

Similarly YouSendIt states:

And the nice thing about the YouSendIt service, is that it’s a viral product. . . . [You]
can’t use the service without inviting someone else to the party. . . .YouSendIt may be
a special case, but in the history of the company I think ��� of the user acquisition
has been through product. . . . [Free] users are the ones that ultimately bring in the
people that will pay.

Proposition �. Including a viral loop increases the growth rate.

�.�.� Little Traditional Marketing
Among the companies interviewed there was nearly no focus on marketing, and
especially traditional marketing. An example of this is Heroku, which was sold
for more than ����million, who said: “So far we have done no marketing. And
we have really done no sales.” Similarly Atlassian said, “Our marketing spend on
traditional advertising and banner display and Google ads is just a fraction of what
other companies do.”

According to Get Satisfaction:

Our marketing is primarily people coming into contact with our product, seeing other
people talk about their experience with our product — through Twitter, Facebook,
blogs and stu�— and our thought leadership, or content that we create.

�e respondents did not see the value in traditional marketing, especially at an

http://www.hotmail.com
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early stage, as they see it as more expensive and less e�ective than engaging their
users and market through them. According to Mark MacLeod:

Unless you have really high conversions, you don’t want to be relying on paid acquisi-
tion. . . .And even if your per user economics are pro�table, it just becomes a linear
growth equation. For every dollar I’m spending, I have a certain amount of customer
lifetime value.

In addition to marketing through their users, most of the respondents focused
on social media such as Twitter, e.g. Atlassian say, “When we were initially launch-
ing Twitter was very good. Its inexpensive and can get the word out in a very
spontaneous way.” �is is as we can expect as it is both cheap and as consumers
are turning more frequently to various types of social media to conduct their
information searches and to make their purchasing decisions (Lempert ����;
Vollmer and Precourt ����, both in Mangold and Faulds ����).

Word-of-mouth appears to be more e�ective than traditional marketing, as
expected from theory (e.g. Arndt ����; Schi�man and Kanuk ����; Villanueva
et al. ����). Additionally it is far cheaper, according to the respondents. Many
of the respondents have grown from their initial stages by focusing only on their
customers’ engagement. �is opens interesting possibilities. When Internet-based
technologies enable shorter time to market (De Grosbois et al. ����), the marginal
costs of information goods are nearly zero (Varian ����; Shapiro and Varian ����;
Mahadevan ����) and the cost of marketing is approaching zero, interesting
possibilities emerge.

�.� ������ ������
For a consumer to become a user or paying customer several respondents talk about
minimizing the barrier to entry — making it a simple choice. Heroku explains it
as follows:

You’ve got to have a product that is easy . . . to understand. It’s got to be easy to
understand, easy to become aware, easy to get started and using it, easy to gain value,
and then easy to talk about it. �ose are really paramount.

�ere appears to be several core elements of this simple choice. One of them
is that choosing a free service is a simpler choice, which is what we would expect
from research (e.g. Tversky and Sha�r ����; Luce ����; Iyengar and Lepper ����;
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Diederich ����; Shampanier et al. ����). Another aspect is that theremust evident
value in the free version to get people to try it out. A part of this is “minimizing
friction”, i.e. making the process fast and simple. According to SurveyMonkey,
“avoiding feature creep is critical, only expose things that are relevant for at least
��� of your audience.”

Kim et al. (����) �nd that trust and perceived risk have strong impact on
consumers’ purchasing decision online. Interestingly, most research on purchas-
ing decisions classify electronic purchases as inherently risky (Kim et al. ����;
Featherman and Pavlou ����), and Featherman and Pavlou (����) bring the same
conclusion to e-services, especially focusing on e-services having “long-term im-
plications.” However, with freemium the initial decision is not a purchase decision
per se, as there is no monetary transaction, and neither is the choice to test a ser-
vice necessarily long-term. Both these aspects might alleviate the risk perception
considerably. SurveyMonkey, when discussing this initial decision, say that there
should be “no risk for the user.” Several of the other respondents echoed similar
notions.

Kim et al. (����, p. ���) de�ne risk in terms of “uncertain negative outcomes”,
which we believe to be valid also for freemium; a better understanding of what
these uncertainties are is however crucial in order to understand the perceived
risk in this context. As mentioned, the aspect of free in itself being a simpler
choice is indicated by several authors, but the crucial element for freemium is
understanding this aspect of free together with the other aspects that might a�ect
the decision to try the service, e.g. ease of use, brand reputation, word-of-mouth,
and so on — elements which we include in the service quality construct in § �.�.�
(p. ��). Featherman and Pavlou (����) include seven facets of risk: Performance,
�nancial, time, psychological, social, privacy, and overall. �us, we see that beyond
free there are several crucial elements to explore and understand. For example, we
know that consumers are turning more frequently to various types of social media
to conduct their information searches and to make their purchasing decisions
(Lempert ����; Vollmer and Precourt ����, both in Mangold and Faulds ����).

Importantly for freemium is that this choice to try occurs before experiencing
the service. �us, in-use value which we have discussed earlier is far less important
for this decision. At this point the choice appears to be more about bene�ts and
sacri�ces, and thus perceived value. In their study of e-services, Featherman and
Pavlou (����) use the the Technology Acceptance Model created by Davis (����).
�is model include two basic variables, perceived usefulness and perceived ease of
use, which both appear to be valuable in understanding this step. With regards to
these two variables we see an interesting perspective from Faculte, who failed in
their use of freemium:
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If you had just encountered our website — just stumbled across it — you had not
known what on earth you’d use it for.

Faculte also said, “We had so much complex functionality that needed to be
explained.” For the companies that have had success with freemium there seemed
to be a strong focus on simplicity. As SurveyMonkey summarized: “make a simple
product that is easy to use.” According to Heroku the attention span of most
users is very short and it is therefore important to have an awareness-to-use bene�t
“measured in minutes”.

We can see another interesting perspective from another respondent. Accord-
ing to YouSendIt, when they created their service they had the following goal:
“We do one thing, and we do it better than anyone in the world, and we are going
to do it better than anyone for the rest of our lives.” �us, for them it was about
positioning the brand in the minds of consumers.

�ese indications might suggest that a more speci�c research on freemium in
the context of the Technology Acceptance Model might prove valuable, as we see
that both perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use might be crucial elements
of perceived risk in the free version. Based on this discussion, we can propose the
following:

Proposition �a. Having a free version decreases perceived risk.

Proposition �b. Increasing perceived value in the free version decreases perceived
risk.

Proposition �c. �e lower the perceived risk of the free version, the more likely
consumers are to try the service.

W��� ���� ������ ������ entails seems to be very di�erent from case to case.
Some want the hurdle to be as low as possible, others want a somewhat larger
hurdle to “[weed] out the free-riders that always want to get something for nothing,”
as Alpha said. �e point is to create a simple choice for the users the company
want to get in.

�
In sum, this step is aboutmaking the choice to try a company’s service as simple

as possible. It is about enticing users to try it out. Operationalizing this simple
choice construct is an important avenue of further research. Quality appears to be
central to understanding this construct, but also simplicity and reputation.
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�.� ����� � �����

From the interviews is appears that to be successful with freemium it is crucial
to learn from users and customers. For several of the respondents this entailed
being obsessed with metrics; for others it was mainly about being focused on
having a relationship with the users and actively learning from them. �is step is
about learning what works, what does not work, and also about getting ideas and
thoughts from the user base. As Google said:

We’re looking for quick reach, looking for basically more customers, more insights,
we want more people to tell us “We like your applications because of X, we don’t like
them because of Y.”

�.�.� Freemium is heterogeneous

�e reason learning and adapting is crucial when using freemium is, according to
Google, because “everyone has a di�erent journey of freemium.” By learning from
the users the company can see where customers get value; thereby discovering what
the users are willing to pay for and how much, and also to �nd out how to get the
most e�ective and e�cient engagement from users. It is about understanding and
maximizing the value of the users from the company’s perspective. �is is as we
would expect from the theories on valuing users from the company’s perspective
(§ �.�, p. ��), as it otherwise would be easy to undervalue or overvalue users in
this context (Kumar et al. ����a). When many do not pay directly, it is crucial to
understand their value to the company.

�e general knowledge seem to be that freemium is a “numbers game,” and
as it is far more opaque than regular payment models, having a deep knowledge
and understanding about the users and how they behave is critical. According to
YouSendIt it is “very easy to build a non-pro�table business.” One of the reasons
this is important is according to Atlassian:

�ere’s room for permutations. We didn’t have a formula. We just experimented.
�at’s how we found out what works for us. It’s just trial and error.

�e learning process is about �nding and improving the right value for the
target customers, and �nding the right way to create a simple choice to get the user
in. It is also about tweaking the process to understand what works and what does
not work for the company — and it is thus about maximizing the aggregate pro�t.
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�.�.� �e Value of Users
Learning and adapting is primarily about understanding the value of users and
customers value from the company’s point of view; whereas adding value, simple
choices and customer engagement are more about the value from the users’ and
customers’ point of view. �us, an essential element of this step is understanding
the customer engagement value of users (§ �.�.�, p. ��). According to YouSendIt:

[When] the user comes in for free, we know exactly how much the average free user
cost us to serve over the lifetime, we know, on average, how long it takes us, and
how much it costs us, to convert them into a paid user, we know how much it cost to
serve them as a paid user, we know with pretty good certainty how long the will stick
around before they churn out. So that’s cost of acquisition, cost to serve, and how
much revenue we will extract from that period is what lifetime value it adds up to be.

And he also state:

We measure all of these every week — week over week, month over month, year over
year. “Did it cost us more this week than it did last week to acquire a customer because
we are doing more programs or less programs?”, “Are we starting to see some fatigue,
are they starting to churn out a little faster or are they sticking around longer?”

Google talks about their thought process in �nding those users who are most
likely to convert:

Mine your active users, what do the most active ones do? Storage levels, activity,
certain roles, certain types of features. Are there in�ection points where you best
customers tend to start o�?

�us, we see that there is a focus on customer lifetime value. �rough the
interviews it appears as though several of the respondents do not have the same
degree of measures on the other values we have discussed — they appear to have
a more qualitative measure than the quantitatively focused customer lifetime
value. We have seen this qualitative focus throughout our discussion of customer
engagement (§ �.�, p. ��) and adding value (§ �.�, p. ��). Some of the respondents
however, discuss this speci�cally, e.g. YouSendIt:

We’re not as good at that as I want us to be, but we’re pretty good at saying “When I
bring a user, he will bring in �ve more users in the �rst ��months.”
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We also see some of this fromMark MacLeod:

. . . they’re . . . providing product feedback, generating support requests, and all these
things that are ultimately going to help you build a better product.

�us, both aspects of customer in�uencer value and customer knowledge value
are mentioned, but they appear to be measured di�erently by the companies.

Proposition �. Customer engagement value is at the core of understanding the value
of customers when using freemium.

�.�.� Adapting
�ere are two consequences of learning and adapting. �e �rst is understanding
the value of users, how to get them to convert and how the sales funnel looks. �e
second is in understanding the service so it can be optimized further with regards
to the free users, e.g. what gets a user to engage even more.

According to Google one of the most important elements of freemium is that
e-services enable an enormous amount of insight, because you can collect data
of everything the user does. He says, “�at’s obviously where hosted so�ware is
key. You can now get that insight. It’s perfect for the business analysts.” He also
state the key to success is having “an experimental framework [in order] to test
and move quickly.”

�
In total, what we see among these companies are a strong focus not only on

customer lifetime value, but on other metrics which focus more on how much
revenue the users bring in, not just how much a company can earn directly from
each customers. �us, this support the basic idea in Kumar et al. (����a) that it is
crucial to understand not only the customer lifetime value, but the entire customer
engagement value.

�roughout the interviews, thoughts both in the direction of customer in�u-
encer value and customer knowledge value where discussed by the respondents.
Several mention that understanding these numbers is essential in order to properly
understand the business. �e core focus, however, appear to be on aggregate cus-
tomer lifetime value, and especially the cost of acquiring a customer. �e reason for
this focus might go back to what we discussed earlier about seeing users as assets,
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and speci�cally something in the direction of an extended marketing department.
�us, knowing howmuch this marketing department costs and howmuch it brings
in is important, but really understanding the lifetime value of users is essential
to understanding the pro�tability of the business. According to Get Satisfaction,
“understanding the quantity versus quality equation . . . is important.”

�.� ����������

�rough the interviews it becomes very clear that the conversion process is het-
erogeneous. SurveyMonkey state that “most users that will upgrade typically do
so fairly quickly,” while on the other extreme, YouSendIt state that “there is a very
long customer life cycle — a person might be a free user for ��months before they
convert.” Generally, the focus seemed to be more on the latter than the former —
and thus implying that conversion usually is based on experiencing the service over
a long time. As YouSendIt say, “you need to have a way to keep people engaged.”

�.�.� Sales Funnel

According to Mark MacLeod, “there must be a very clear di�erentiation and a
compelling reason to upgrade to the premium version, and a clear upgrade path.”
�is focus on creating a sales funnel is consistent among the respondents, e.g.
YouSendIt say, “�ere’s a whole lifetime of touchpoints that you need to use to
convert,” and according to SurveyMonkey:

Freemium gives you lots of in-product ways to convert users to paying customers, by
identifying smart “triggers” or features that are disabled for free users, you have a lot
of nice ways to help upgrade someone to a paid product.

Faculte, however, had problems with their sales funnel: “[the free users] didn’t
understand why they needed the paid o�ering.”

A company with an especially interesting perspective, was YouSendIt. �ey
had decided that they wanted to go for a ��� conversion rate, and they were very
focused on not “nagging” at all the free users to convert:

So I always look at “how do I do it so that I don’t bother ��� of people, but it really
resonates with the ��� that I think can be paid users?”
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�.�.� Gradual Conversion
Gradual conversion appear to be the norm across the respondents. As Beta explains,
“Basically our conversion rate is super high for people that signed up two years ago,
a little bit less high for one year ago, and then it just goes down from there.” �us,
looking at one new user it is perhaps a �� likelihood of the user converting the
�rst month, maybe �� during the �rst year, and ��� a�er two years.

�ere are two important aspects of this gradual conversion. First, it supports
the importance of understanding and adapting based on the users’ and customers’
actions, which we explored in the previous section. �us, the more the company
is able to learn from and adapt to their customers, the more likely are they to
provide the “right” value to the “right” customers. We can expect this to lead to
increased conversion, as the customers in-use value increase. Focusing on acquir-
ing not just any customer, but the “right” kind of customer is also emphasized by
several scholars (e.g. Blattberg and Deighton ����; Blattberg et al. ����; Mathwick
et al. ����).

Second, we can expect that the longer someone experience the service, the
more value they will receive, and the more satis�ed and loyal they will become.
We can expect this to increase the switching costs (Chen and Dubinsky ����);
thereby increasing lock-in. Additionally, there might be positive consumption
externalities, i.e. the service increases in value as it is used (Viswanathan ����).
�us, as long as users are satis�ed and receive value, we propose that users are
likely to convert to pay when their needs outgrow the free version.

Proposition �. A users likelihood of converting increases over time.

Proposition ��. �e longer a user is allowed to use a service for free, the higher the
lock-in.

�.�.� ��� → ���
Several of the respondents had started as purely business-to-consumer businesses;
gradually focusing on business-to-business asmore andmore users start requesting
their service at their workplace, e.g. as Beta say, “It’s our goal to have the people
using the site be convinced that it’s awesome and then have them go convince the
business decision person.” Similarly, Heroku say, “So these guys are experiencing
that at home, and they are able to take that story to work.”

�us, it appears that these businesses are building credibility among consumers
before moving towards businesses. Instead of paying for awareness through tradi-
tional marketing, they used the companies’ employees to “get in”. Beta explains
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their thought process around this: “no one is going to trust us. We are just another
ad on Google. But they are probably going to trust their employees.”

�
Generally, the focus on conversion seem to strongly build on creating satis�ed

and loyal users through adding value; thereby converting them to the premium
o�ering when their needs outgrow the free version.

�.� ������������ �������� �����������
Combining these six categories and mapping the connections between them we
propose themodel in Figure �.�. Succinctly, we can say that crowdsourced customer
acquisition entails giving free users considerable value. �is causes these users to
become loyal and engaged, and this engagement brings in new users. �ese new
users, in turn, can both bring in new users and be converted to paying customers.
By learning from these events the company can improve future user acquisition
and conversion.

Add value

Current
& Future
Customers

Simple Choice

Customer
Engagement Learn & Adapt

Conversion

Figure �.�: Conceptual Framework for Crowdsourced Customer Acquisition in
Freemium

In the introduction (Chapter �, p. �) three questions were put forth under the
umbrella of understanding crowdsourced customer acquisition. �e �rst of these
pertained to the steps involved in crowdsourced customer acquisition and the
second pertained to the core elements of each step. We have strived to be thorough
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in presenting each step of the framework and its most important elements while
still focusing on the “larger picture” and maintaining a high-level view of customer
acquisition in freemium.

�e last question pertained to the role of free users in this acquisition process.
What we see from the framework created is that the primary value of free users
is in their ability to drive the user acquisition — to bring in new users. In many
ways we can say that the user acquisition process is what is actually crowdsourced,
not the customer acquisition. �e �nal customer acquisition step starts then a
user is acquired and “the company takes over.” However, as one respondent said,
and which was echoed by all the respondents, the “free users are the ones that
ultimately bring in the people that will pay.”

Another important aspect of the free users is the amount of learning a company
can do based on them, both in terms of feedback and in terms of monitoring and
building an understanding of the value of the service to the users and customers.
�rough this learning process the company can adapt in order to maximize pro�ts.

Respondent Validation

In the respondent validation this framework received positive feedback. Especially
the aspect of the product being the marketing was a focus among the respondents
that returned feedback, and that this is a very important element to focus on, and
especially with regards to what gets user engaged on the free version and what
gets them to convert to the paid version. One of the the validators say, “A lot of
premium features are things like better customer service and more storage space,
and that’s not enticing enough for me to want to pay you a monthly fee.” �e
reasoning is that many product categories are saturated and highly competitive.

Another element of the conversion process is an avid focus on monitoring and
testing in order to understand “what works and what doesn’t.” Additionally, one
validator state that the learning “doesn’t happen on its own.” �us, the company
must focus on “pushing the feedback process” in order to get feedback from the
users and customers.

Most of the feedback that added to the model focused on company-driven
elements, and generally the feedback regarding the user-driven elements — which
is the focus of the thesis — received positive feedback.
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�is paper has explored the customer acquisition process in freemium. �ere
are three primary contributions of this thesis. First, it proposes a conceptual
framework for discussing how customers are acquired when using freemium. �is
gives important insight and understanding of a highly used and important model
in real life businesses, but which currently is a novel concept in research.

�is conceptual framework starts to build an ontology for customer acquisition
in freemium. �is include a taxonomy for discussing the acquisition process which
enable better reasoning about the di�erent aspects of customer acquisition in
freemium for both scholars and practitioners. With this as a basis it is possible to
start building a deeper understanding of how freemium works in both of these
realms.

Another important aspect of the conceptual framework is the proposed con-
nections between service quality, customer value, customer satisfaction, customer
loyalty, customer engagement (e.g. word-of-mouth) and customer acquisition in
the realm of freemium. �ese are concepts which have been discussed extensively
in research, as we saw throughout Chapter � (p. �), but which are still surrounded
by little consensus, especially within the realm of e-services and for free users. �is
works contributes important insights to this work.

Second, this study extends the current research on free by building a better
understanding of the value of free users and their potential impact on a business.
�is research has shown the considerable potential value in these free users for
e-services beyond what has been shown before. It has also shown that research
on this area is of signi�cant importance. As mentioned above, one respondent
summarized the importance as follows: “free users are the ones that ultimately
bring in the people that will pay.”

�ird, it proposes several important avenues of further research for better un-
derstanding freemium, based both in current academic literature and in interviews
with respondents with many years of experience with the model. �roughout the
model it is clear that research on freemium is in its infancy, and that considerable
e�orts is needed to properly understand freemium, both from a managerial and
academic point of view. �is thesis has not tried to answer all of these problems,
but laid the groundwork and created a conceptual model for further research to
understand the aspect of free users in freemium.

�.� �����������
�ere are several limitations of this research that should be noted.

��
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First, the interviews were stopped when theoretical saturation occurred for the
framework itself, not for each step in the model. Further research is needed both in
order to clearly understand each of these steps better and in order to operationalize
them further.

Second, the respondents, while spread from Fortune ��� to failed business,
come from a geographically limited area. �us, researching freemium and this
framework outside this area is crucial. It is also crucial to research freemium in a
broader range of companies, e.g. with regards to market size and with regard to
the type of service. �ere might also be cultural di�erences that apply.

�ird, this research represents a cross-sectional snapshot of a point in time
while the phenomenon builds over time. �is reduces the ability to make de�nitive
causal statements about the �ndings which are iterative in nature. One aspect of
this is for example how to get this process going, what di�erent actions lead to,
how these steps can be optimized, and so on.

Fourth, all respondents had services primarily focused on consumers that
actively use social media and social networks, which makes customer engage-
ment and word-of-mouth more likely. Understanding freemium in a less vocal
community is essential to understand the bounds of freemium.

Fi�h, as companies’ existing users and customers primarily drive the user
acquisition process, there is still much work needed in order to understand the
�nal conversion process. We have given some insights into this process in this
thesis, however, this has been limited as our focus has been on the crowdsourcing
aspect.

Sixth, the amount of respondent validation was sparser than desired. About
half returned feedback, but the amount of feedback by each validator was limited.
We can think of some possible reasons for this. First, when asking for validation
we might not have been clear enough on what we wanted feedback on and how
much. Second, the document to get feedback on might have been too large. �ird,
the model might have been too academically described, not primarily focusing on
these validators problems directly.

�.� ���������� ������������

Most importantly, the proposed conceptual framework enable practitioners to
reason about their freemiummodel to a much larger degree, e.g. in terms of formu-
lating, understanding, analyzing, and sharing the company’s customer acquisition
model, which is one aspect of the company’s business model (Osterwalder ����).
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�is can enable a company to better understand each step of the process and
additionally give insights into how they can optimize it.

One potential way of using this framework is to map it to how a company
currently operates. It is then possible to investigate each step by itself to see where
there are potential problems and were the company should focus. For example,
if a company is very good at engaging their customers, but have not been able to
create a simple choice, this model can be a starting point of understanding how to
�x this problem. Must research is however needed in order to better operationalize
each step.

�e proposed framework can also be used by practitioners in the process
of designing a viable business around freemium. Currently there exist neither
academic nor non-academic works speci�cally focused on freemium that these
companies can use to create their model. �is work starts to resolve one these
missing components — the customers acquisition process.

Lastly, an importantmanagerial implication is that the framework gives a better
understanding of the value of free users, and how a company can build its business
to utilize this value in order to maximize pro�ts.

�.� ����������� ������������ � ������ ����

�is study commence a deeper look into freemium itself, an area which is currently
not well understood from a theoretical standpoint. As freemium is growing in
use among practitioners, understanding it theoretically is important. We have
tried to bring together several avenues of research to give a coherent view of one
facet of freemium— customer acquisition through existing users and customers.
�is thesis has shown that freemium is a complex problem, which relate to many
di�erent areas of research. With this paper’s exploratory study of a young �eld we
have provided an enhanced picture of freemium.

One especially important theoretical implication of this thesis is in showing
that several of the research �ndings for traditional products and services also yield
for free services. It has also shown the power inherent in customer value and
customer engagement, and that there are signi�cant possibilities and interesting
research areas within these �elds that are still unanswered.

Another important implication is the proposed framework in itself. �is
framework can serve as the foundation for further research on freemium. An
especially important area is building a far deeper understanding of each step in
the model.
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�e proposed model include relationships between quality, customer value,
satisfaction, loyalty, engagement, and customer acquisition, similar to the rough
outline we discussed throughout the literature review in Chapter � (p. �). �us, this
thesis adds support to several of the earlier �ndings, especially as this process has
been based on theory emerging from research, and as no articles were therefore
read and used to create the model, only to put it in context with the existing
literature.

A� �������� �� �������� is in its infancy an important aspect of this thesis
is suggestions for future research. We have already proposed several avenues of
research throughout the discussion, but wewill now propose some broader avenues
of research that is needed to move the understanding of freemium forward both
managerially and academically.

�e value of customers

All word-of-mouth is not equal (Duan et al. ����; Hennig-�urau et al. ����;
Wangenheim and Bayón ����; Godes andMayzlin ����). Similarly we can expect
that not all users are equally pro�table. �us, further understanding the customer
engagement value of users in freemium is important. One possible future work is
classifying users similar to the classi�cation Hennig-�urau et al. (����) create
for word-of-mouth (which we presented in § �.�.� (p. ��)) to enable a company to
reason about their existing users and who they want to attract. Another possible
future work is in better understanding how the customer value plays out over time.
Many respondents mentioned that users might stay on the free version for years
before converting to pay. �us, understanding the implications this yield for a
company is crucial to understand the impact of free users.

Longitudinal study

Asmentioned among the limitations to this study, this research is just a snapshot of
freemium-based companies at a speci�cmoment in time. Trusov et al. (����, p. ��)
say that “empirical evidence is currently scant regarding the relative e�ectiveness
of [word-of-mouth] marketing in increasing �rm performance over time.” �us,
performing a longitudinal study might prove very valuable in understanding
freemium and how e�ective the proposed crowdsourced customer acquisition
process is over time. In a longitudinal study we are also better able to discuss the
direction of causality (Bryman ����).
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Negative word-of-mouth

Research has repeatedly shown that negative word-of-mouth is at least equally, if
notmore, in�uential than positiveword-of-mouth in a�ecting attitudes (Arndt ����;
Park and Lee ����). Among the respondents, however, nearly none had experi-
enced considerable negativity. And in the few cases negativity was mentioned, it
was mentioned as a very temporary element which had little e�ect. �us, under-
standing how negative word-of-mouth a�ect the customer acquisition process is
important.

What if everyone goes freemium?

In ����Herbert Simon wrote (Simon ����, pp. ��–��):

. . . in an information-rich world, the wealth of information means a dearth of some-
thing else: a scarcity of whatever it is that information consumes. What information
consumes is rather obvious: it consumes the attention of its recipients. Hence a wealth
of information creates a poverty of attention and a need to allocate that attention
e�ciently among the overabundance of information sources that might consume it.

We can bring this same logic to freemium. One of the core aspects of freemium
is getting people to try the service and then using the service itself as marketing.
But what happens whenmore andmore services start using freemium? Will people
start using these multitude of services? �ese are important questions to answer
in order to understand the long-term impact of freemium.
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A I N T E RV I EW GU I D E
As explained in Chapter � (p. ��), the interview process was adaptive and changed
depending one the information gathered and the analysis performed. �us, there
was no speci�c interview guide that was determined before interviews started
and stayed consistent throughout the process. However, generally the following
questions were the basis for the interviews:

• Why did you choose to use freemium?
• What have been the most important aspects of free? What have you gained?
• What is the value of these free users?
• How do you choose what to include in the free version vs the paid version?
• Is there a di�erence in how you acquired your �rst ���� customers and how you
acquire another ���� customers now?

• How important is word-of-mouth?
• Have you taken steps to increase this word-of-mouth?
• How important is free in driving word-of-mouth?
• Do you speci�cally target key in�uencers? People that spread more than others.
• How much do you depend on your own marketing and how much do you depend
on acquiring customers through your existing users?

• What drives growth in your premium version?
• Is there a di�erence in how you grow paid customers vs free customers?
• How much do you focus on growing free users?
• Jason Fried has said that for ��Signals “most paid users started on pay,” do you see
the same e�ect?

• What are the most important things to get right when you are using freemium?
• Have you focused on going viral? If so, how?
• Where is your word-of-mouth? Where does your product spread? (e.g. Twitter,
Facebook, o�ine, . . . )

• How do you acquire customers?
• How have you gradually changed how you acquire users?
• Are there any speci�c things you have tried that have succeeded or failed signi�-
cantly?

• �e super-general end question: How do you succeed with freemium?

�ese questions were supplemented with new questions that focused on the
elements the respondent talked about.�us, several timeswe digressedway beyond
these questions and gathered information we had not expected beforehand.
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